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Abstract
The environmental damage and global change caused by wildfires are fast becoming
issues of local, regional and global concern. Remote sensing techniques are an ideal
tool to use for monitoring these threats. Unfortunately, most existing satellites were
built for other purposes and are less than ideal for the problems associated with
detecting, assessing and monitoring fires. This thesis examines the phenomenology of
fires and rank orders several non-traditional detection strategies that have the promise
of being more cost effective and less susceptible to false alarms than existing satellite
systems and algorithms. The possibility of detecting fires with multi-band "color"
measurements is recommended as an alternative to single-band threshold methods.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Problem
Since the first LandSat satellite was launched in 1972, remote sensing data has
been used by the scientific community to increase our understanding of the earth. As
this understanding has expanded, our need for additional data has increased and the
sophistication of our analysis has grown correspondingly.
The problems associated with wildfires are a good example of this trend. 25 years
ago, mankind's major concern with forest fires was the threat that they posed to
public health and safety. Interest in detecting, tracking and monitoring these fires
was an issue of local, or at best regional, concern. Since then, a new field of research
has sprung up to address the issue of global climate change. Many researchers now
argue that biomass burning is a key cause of nearly all of the global climate changes
that trouble the scientific community. The contribution of biomass burning to ozone
depletion, global warming, deforestation, acid rain, and species extinction has made
monitoring wildfires an issue of worldwide concern (Levine et al. 1996a).
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Levine argues that the link between wildland fires and global climate change is
now supported by a host of scientific data. An additional link between fires and
public safety is self evident. Despite these dual concerns, datasets to monitor fires
and biomass burning are still limited. To do a valid job of tracking wildfires, we need
data providing timely, comprehensive and relatively uniform coverage of the earth's
tropical landmass. Remote sensing, the science of extracting information from distant
objects is an ideal tool for obtaining this data.
Unfortunately, a problem exists because existing remote sensing systems were de
signed for other uses. For example, NOAA designed AVHRR for cloud temperature
and ocean surface studies. The Air Force designed DMSP-OLS for nighttime weather
monitoring (Levine et al. 1996b). Because they were built for other purposes, the
ability of these systems to detect wildfires is somewhat serendipitous and their perfor
mance is less than optimal for this mission. There are, in fact, no current spaceborne
remote sensing platforms that were expressly designed for for fire detection and mon
itoring. There is, however, increasing sentiment in the scientific community that the
expense of such platforms is justified given the magnitude of the threat that fires pose
to public safety and the environment (Levine et al. 1999).
1.2 Past Detection Strategies
Most of the existing research on fire detection and monitoring has relied on a
few "workhorse" remote sensing systems. The scientific community has three basic
fire detection requirements for these systems: (1) Continuous repetitive coverage of
the earth; (2) sufficient thermal and visible data to detect fires while eliminating false
alarms; and (3) enough spatial detail to detect the majority of fires. In plain language,
we require a system with good temporal, spectral and spatial resolution. Such a system
2
does not exist.
This is not a surprise since existing satellites were built for general, multi-purpose
use and no general-purpose system can do everything well. It is possible, however,
to design a cheaper, more affordable system expressly for fire detection that outper
forms existing, all-purpose systems. The key is to design a system that exploits the
phenomenology of wildfires.
The primary goal of this research is to find a reliable way of exploiting the unique
spectral characteristics of wildfires to enable their quick and accurate detection from
space.1 The secondary goal is to help quantify the requirements for any system hard
ware that is needed to implement the proposed algorithm.
1.3 Summary of Proposed Approach
We will examine the phenomenology of wildfires to determine how they can be
best detected from a spaceborne platform. We will emphasize algorithms that are
optimized to detect the unique spectral characteristics of fire.
Two properties of fire are stressed in this approach.
a. Thermal Emissions. Fire detection has traditionally been done by
measuring thermal emissions. Because wildfires are much higher in tem
perature than their surrounding environment, the Planckian curve of their
spectral signature is dramatically different than that of background ob
jects. This difference provides one mechanism for detecting fires.
aThis research avoids detection schemes that rely on the spatial characteristics of fires. Spatial
properties can be exploited by contextual algorithms (Flasse and Ceccato. 1996) that compare target
pixels to their surrounding background. These are useful with sensors that are not optimized for
fire detection but it is difficult to use a single algorithm over a range of different geographic regions
and seasons (cf. chapter 2 for detailed treatment).
b. Photo-Chemical Emissions. We also consider less traditional spec
tral bands to detect the photo-chemical reactions associated with fire.
One possibility exists with potassium emission lines at 766-769nm. Other
emission lines associated with fire are created by sodium, phosphorous
and H20, C02 and CO (Worden et al. 1997).
All of these strategies have problems that must be considered in this research.
Single-channel threshold algorithms cannot be implemented for sub-pixel detection
without a contextual algorithm.2 Multi-channel temperature algorithms are more
reliable but they are also more expensive to implement (due to cooling requirements
and the added complexity of engineering multiple detector types). The Potassium
(atomic symbol: K) emission line is easily affected by smoke. H20 induced emission
lines, by definition, are absorbed by atmospheric H20 (as are C02 and CO lines).
The initial band selection will be made after comparing the phenomenology and
spectroscopy of fire and non-fire background materials (grass, trees, and smoldering
ground). Based on the bands providing greatest differentiation between fire and
background, an algorithm will be chosen that maximizes the probability of detection
while minimizing the chance of false alarms.
The remainder of this research will calculate information needed for the design
of a sensor to implement this system. These calculations will include all information
needed to determine sensor reaching radiance, (Ls), for fire and non-fire targets in
the bands of interest.
2In other words, they require an algorithm that first evaluates spectral measurements in the
candidate pixel and then compares the candidate pixel to surrounding (presumably non-fire) pixels.
Only after this latter check can the possibility of a false alarm be discounted.
1.4 Statement of Work
The objectives of this research are:
a. A literature review will be completed. This review will include an
overview of fire science, related phenomenology and existing algorithms.
b. Appropriate phenomenology will be modeled. This modeling will em
phasize sensor reaching radiance from fires, false alarms and background.
It will also incorporate sub-pixel and atmospheric effects.
c. Phenomenology that cannot be accurately modeled will be evaluated
using actual data.
d. This actual and modeled data will be used to determine what spectral
bands have the greatest potential for fire detection. These bands will be
compared and rank ordered according to their expected performance.
e. Upon completion of the above tasks, appropriate fire detection al
gorithms will be recommended. These algorithms should maximize the
chances of fire detection while minimizing the chances of false alarm.
Chapter 2
Background Review of Literature
2.1 Project Background
This research is part of a larger project to conceptually examine various scenarios
for a remote sensing system to detect wildfires. It is helpful to understand how this
research will interface with that larger program. Any remote sensing system can be
divided into three major subsystems (Kerekes 1996):
a. The scene.
b. The sensor.
c. Image processing.
This three-part breakdown is used to divide the responsibilities for this research.
One person will generate synthetic test imagery (scene) . A second will be responsible
for detector selection and hardware design (sensor). The final research will be devoted
to band selection and algorithm design (processing). This thesis is responsible for that
final task. A simplified breakdown of these responsibilities is shown in figure 2.1.
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Synthetic Imagery
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Figure 2.1: Breakdown of Fires Project Responsibilities
Algorithm related issues (shown in blue in figure 2.1) are the focus of this report
. Hardware and synthetic imagery concerns are only discussed if they relate to the
primary task of algorithm development. It should also be apparent that Figure 2.1
only addresses the imaging concerns for fire detection. There are obviously a host of
other design concerns that are not addressed here. These include systems engineering
problems such as platform selection, onboard processing, mission architecture and
ground station design (Fires 1999).
2.2 Background Fire Science
The science needed to fully characterize the development and propagation of wild
fires is stunningly complicated. In brief, wildfires are highly exothermic reactions that
simultaneously consume fuel and emit a varied mixture of gases and particles into the
atmosphere (Ward 2001). The countless variables that effect this process include
geography, vegetation type, wind, and weather. Moreover, all of these variables are
spatially and temporally varying for any given fire. As a result, the development of a
comprehensive fire model that can be used for fire detection algorithm design is not
likely in the near future.
It is possible, however, to use simplifications to produce a tractable model that can
be uses to to design a detection algorithm. For this initial research, we are limiting
our interest to the factors that determine the gross spectral characteristics of fire (in
the VIS-NIR-TIR spectral regions). Surprisingly, little research has been published
on this topic.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the basic phenomenae of a wildland fire. Preliminary-
unpublished data collection done at RIT indicates that the spectral effects of fire
are linked to three basic mechanisms of the combustion process.
a. Fuel Bed-Background Terrestrial Surface. The earth beneath any burn
ing vegetation has thermal properties that are just as important as the
fire itself. The underlying earth is quickly heated to the fire temperature
and is highly emissive (e rs 1.0) (Kremens et al. 2001). This means that
the first order approximation of a fuel bed can be modeled as a Planckian
blackbody.
b. Flame. The spectral behavior of flames are more complex and still not
fully understood. Based on initial experiments, there is reason to suspect
that flames are not in thermal equilibrium. These spectra appear to be a
a. Fuel Bed
Figure 2.2: Spectral Effects of Fire
superposition of emission lines 3 and multiple Planckian greybody spectra
of unknown emissivity. The latter is partially attributed to the dispersion
of heated carbon particles throughout the flame and smoke.
c. Smoke. The phenomenology of smoke is even more variable. In general,
burning vegetation releases carbon in the form of carbon dioxide, carbon
monoxide, hydrocarbons, and particulate matter (Ward 2001). This car
bon is important because it obscures, absorbs and scatters the photons
emitted by the fire in ways the atmosphere does not. Smoke's impact on
any detection algorithm needs to be seriously considered.
Given these basic characteristics, it is tempting to use temperature as the corner
stone of our detection algorithm. Since we need an algorithm that detects all types
of burning vegetation, this requires that we consider the effect of vegetation type on
fire temperature.
3In order of importance, the emissions noted include H20, potassium and sodium in the VIS,
NIR, and SWIR.
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Cahoon reports that fire temperatures of 1000K are obtained regardless of vege
tation type. Table 2.1 summarizes fire temperature as a function of vegetation type.
Based on these results, temperatures of 1000K are used as the standard for our mod
eling (Cahoon 2001).
Vegetation Class Temperature Range
Forest Fires (Crown Fires)
Savanna Fires
Agricultural Fires
800-HOOK
900-1300K
900-1300K
Table 2.1: Vegetation Type and Fire Temperature (Cahoon 2001)
Fire size is also a concern. Cahoon also provides semi-empirical data for this
parameter. While this data does not provide the expected area of a given fire (m2),
it does provide the depth of a flame front. That data is included in Table 2.2.
Vegetation
Class
Flame Front
Depth (m)
Forest Fires (Crown Fires)
Savanna Fires
Agricultural Fires
8-133
1-13
0.2-13
Table 2.2: Vegetation Type and Flame Front Depth
Based on this data, we will use a fire size of 100 m2 as the standard for our
modeling. It is apparent that savanna and agricultural fires will initially be smaller.
However, the uncontrolled fires that we want to detect should reach this size quickly.
Setting the threshold at 100
m2
will reduce the false alarms associated with small
man-made fires and insignificant wildfires.
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2.3 Radiometry
2.3.1 Energy Paths and the Governing Radiometric Equations
(Schott 1997) lays out a useful convention for describing the transmission of energy
from a surface target to a spaceborne sensor. The following diagrams illustrate the
nine principal paths from which photons arrive at the sensor.
Target
Figure 2.3: Solar Energy Paths.
Solar energy paths are illustrated in figure 2.3. They include surface reflection
(Type A), atmospheric scattering onto the target(Type B), atmospheric scattering
toward the sensor (Type C), background reflection onto the target (Type G) and
adjacency effect scattering (Type I).
The thermal energy paths are similar and are illustrated in figure 2.4. They
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Sensor
D H EF
Target
Figure 2.4: Thermal Energy Paths.
include self emission by the target (Type D), reflected background emissions (Type
H), reflected atmospheric emission (Type E) and atmospheric emission directly toward
the sensor (Type F). (cf. equations 2.1-2.3)
J-'solar(X) -^photons "f tiphotons T ^photons T ^Jphotonsi ~r J-photons
photons i ^photons < ? photons t tlphgtong,Lthermal(X) L)-
LX = Lsolar{X) L thermal(X)
(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
Equation 2.4 sums these effects to provide a comprehensive equation for sensor
reaching radiance.
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Lx = {EsXcosar1(X)^-+s(X)LTX + F[EdsX +
EdeX)n
'
7T 7T
- (1 - F)[LbsX + LbeX]r(\)}T2{\) + LusX + LueX + Lbsex (2.4)
where these variables are as defined in table 2.3.
Variable Definition
Esx Exoatmospheric Solar Irradiance
a Solar declination Angle
n Atmospheric transmittance from sun to target
T2 Atmospheric transmittance from target to sensor
r Target reflectance
e Target emissivity
Ltx Self emitted (Planckian) radiance from target given temperature, T
F Amount of skydome visible to target (fraction)
EdsX Downwelled solar irradiance
EdeX Downwelled self-emitted irradiance
LbsX Scattered background radiance
LbeX Self-emitted background radiance
LUsX Upwelled radiance caused by scattering
LusX Upwelled radiance due to self-emission
LbseX Background reflected radiance scattered into the sensor path
Table 2.3: Variables used in Governing Radiometric Equations
2.3.2 Atmospheric Propagation
Atmospheric propagation effects deserve further explanation. The chemical com
position of the atmosphere gives rise to a variety of absorption features. These features
originate from the same photo-chemical mechanisms that produce emission lines.
The various gases in the atmosphere combine to create a host of emission features
in all regions of the spectrum. These features occur at discrete wavelengths and can
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be modeled with 5 (narrow spectral distribution) functions. However, these lines are
broadened by a variety of physical mechanisms. Because of this broadening, narrow
lines/features tend to have on a Lorentzian shape while wider features assume a
Gaussian profile. The (comparatively) poor spectral resolution ofmost remote sensing
systems allows us to model the features in this report as Gaussian lineshapes (Thorne
The wavelengths that are absorbed by a given gas are identical since they result
from the same atomic/molecular transitions. Figure 2.5 illustrates this. As a result,
the H20 emissions of fire will occur at the same wavelengths as atmospheric H2O
absorption (assuming identical temperatures, pressures and densitites).4
..
t-
-.
1 . t V
r
1
-
u3
Figure 2.5: Line Profiles in Emission and Absorption (Thorne 1988)
2.3.3 Moderate Resolution Transmittance Database (MODTRAN)
Knowledge of atmospheric absorption and attenuation effects is very important
for algorithm development. We use a model to achieve this since it is difficult to
obtain the necessary atmospheric measurements. This model allows us to determine
4This makes them an obviously poor choice for wildfire detection.
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how ground leaving radiances will appear at the sensor. It also allows us to
"invert"
sensor reaching radiances to determine the irradiance generated by a surface target
(Klatt 2000). In the emissive (thermal) portions of the spectrum, we can do this by
performing a linear regression on equation 2.5.
L0bs(T,X) = (T,X)T(X)LfT,X) + Aj(T,A) (2-5)
L0bs(T,x) = mL + B. (2.6)
Where the variables in this equation are as defined in table 2.4.
Variable
L0bs{T,X)
L(T,X)
LU(T,X)
rx
Definition
Sensor Reaching Radiance
Planckian radiance emitted by a blackbody of Temperature, T
Radiance emitted by atmosphere
Atmospheric propagation term
Table 2.4: Variables required for Atmospheric Modeling
Even in the (relatively) simple case of the thermal spectra this requires us to find
a way to determine the atmospheric propagation, r. In the reflective case (see section
2.3.1), we need to know a host of other terms. MODTRAN can assist us here.
MODTRAN is short for the MODerate resolution TRANsmittance database. This
database is an atmospheric modeling program that is produced and supported by the
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory. Given a set of input parameters to describe an
atmosphere, it can provide most of the necessary radiometric data to describe that
atmosphere. This includes most of the data required by the "big equation" defined
in equation 2.4.5
5e.g. transmittance, scattering, path radiance, and ground reflected/emitted radiance for varying
temperature and albedo
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A complete description of the science and modeling contained in MODTRAN can
be found in (AFGL 1985) and (Berk et al. 1999). This code will be the standard
source for modeling data in this report. A representative (transmittance) output of
this code is shown in figure 2.6.6
0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00 14.00
Wavelength (um)
Figure 2.6: Sample MODTRAN Derived Transmittance for Standard Summer Atmo
sphere and Vertical Path to Space.
2.3.4 Reflectance and Solar Glint
The final modeling parameter that will be discussed here is reflectance. As the
equation 2.4 explains, reflectance (r) relates the incident (solar illumination) onto a
target with the resulting, exitant, radiation. It turns out that this is actually two
separate cases: normal and specular reflectance.
6This data was produced using a "mid-latitude summer
atmosphere"
and vertical path to space
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2.3.4.1 Normal Reflectance
In the case of normal reflectance, solar illumination onto a target is uniformly
reflected in all directions. Such a target is said to be Lambertian. While no natural
target is completely Lambertian, this treatment is the norm for most natural cases
where the sensor is relatively close to nadir (Schott 1997). The graphic in figure 2.7
illustrates the reflectance of a Lambertian target.
Incident Ray
Figure 2.7: Reflectance from Diffuse (Lambertian) Surfaces
The modeling in this report requires reflectance data to calculate target leaving
radiances in the reflective (SWIR and MWIR) portions of the spectrum. The models
discussed in this report use data from the Aster Spectral Library to approximate the
reflectances of the background vegetation types that would normally surround a fire
(Aster 2001).
2.3.4.2 Specular Reflectance
A second kind of reflectance becomes important in this research when we consider
the case of false alarms. This is the case of specular (non-diffuse) reflection. This is
common with man-made surfaces that do not scatter light equally in all directions. A
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mirror represents the case of a near-perfect specular reflector. Less idealized ("slightly
specular") cases occur when sun glint is reflected from smooth materials like metal,
calm water or snow. The graphic in figure 2.8 illustrates this.
Incident Ray
Specular
Figure 2.8: Effect of Specularity on Reflectance
Specular reflectors are important because they are a likely source of false alarms.
Because these reflectors concentrate reflected radiance in a single direction, they can
generate radiances that appear "hotter" to remote sensing sensors.
Specular reflectors can be characterized by their Bi-directional Reflectance Distri
bution Function (BDRF). This function is dependent on scene geometry (0, cf), and a)
Because of this variability proper modeling of this function is complex. This complex
ity is compounded by the fact that many different materials (with correspondingly
different BDRF's) are potential sources of false alarm.
The most likely sources of sun-glint can be combined into two categories:
2.3.4.3 Water
Water is the most researched source of potential sun-glint and the most amenable
to theoretical modeling. In basic form, the overall reflectance of electromagnetic
radiation at a dielectricboundary layer (such as water) is a function of the indices of
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refraction (as shown in equation 2.7):
(ni - n2f (2.7)(ni + n2)2
Substituting the indices of refraction for air and water (roughly 1.0 and 0.75) gives
an approximation of r = 0.02. The actual BRDF, however, will vary as a function of
r, 0, a, and cp (the scene geometry as defined in the nomenclature section). As (Cox
and Munk 1954) demonstrates, it will also vary as a function of surface roughness.
Figure 2.9 illustrates the latter for cases of smooth and rough surface (Bukata et al.
1995).
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Figure 2.9: Graph ofWater Surface Albedo for Smooth k Rough Water
This already complicated model becomes unwieldy when we recognize that the
actual index of refraction of water also varies with A this, in turn, creates a A
dependency for r and BDRF (this is a second order effect).
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As a result, the specular reflectance from water becomes too unwieldy to model
with a first principles derivation.
2.3.4.4 Man-Made Objects
The second potential source of false alarms originates from sun-glint reflected
by shiny, man-made, objects. Like water, they can create false alarms when their
orientation precisely reflects sunlight in the direction of the sensor. Virtually all of
these potential objects are metallic (metal rooftops, et. al.).
Like water, it is very difficult to use first principles to model the BRDF ofmetallic
reflectors. The solution adopted for this research was to use an existing database of
BRDF^s.
2.3.5 NEF
The database used for BRDF data for this work is the Nonconventional Exploita
tion Factors Database (NEF 1996a) maintained by the AFRL. This database contains
bidirectional reflectance spectra for various materials. These consist of laboratory re
flectance spectra for varying scene geometry stored at hyperspectral resolution. The
twelve categories maintained in this database include metal, paint, construction ma
terials and liquid (NEF 1996b). These latter four categories were used to generate
BDRF values for the potential sources of false alarm in this research.
After some testing, four potential sources for false alarm were modeled using the
NEF database. These sources are shown in table 2.3 along with the scene geometry
used to model them.
This database provides a simpler, more accurate means of deriving the spectrally
dependent BDRF/BRDF's that are needed to model false alarms. The sample, NEF
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Material Surface Sensor Solar Azimuth Z
Type Finish Elevation Z Elevation Z (</>)
Aluminum Dull 90 45 180
Metal (Generic) Shiny 90 45 180
Steel Polished 90 45 180
Water Flat/Calm Various (30, 45 k 90) 03 180
Table 2.5: Materials and Geometry used to model False Alarm BDRF
database derived, graphs for water are shown in figure 2.10. These curves use the
same geometry that was specified in table 2.3.
10
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0.01
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Figure 2.10: Sample NEF (BRDF) Data for Water Reflectances
2.4 Physics Based Phenomenology
As the big equation in section 2.3.1 indicates, every target will emanate a spectral
radiance. That radiance is a sum of reflected illumination and emitted luminance.
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L{total,X) ~ L{reflected,X) + -^(ermtied.A) (2-8)
Reflected radiance has already been discussed. Emitted radiance is a function of
the temperature of the target and any photo-chemical processes occurring within the
target that emit photons. While all objects emit broadband energy due to thermal
radiation, only some targets produce additional narrowband spectral features that
are generated by photo-chemical reactions. The optical emissions of wildfires contain
both broadband and narrowband features.
2.4.1 Temperature Based Emission
Temperature based emissions were characterized by Max Planck in one of the key
discoveries ofmodern physics. Planck showed that any blackbody object would have a
well defined spectral exitance given by equation 2.9 (where t is temperature [Kelvin],
A is wavelength, and ir, h [J-S], k [Vt/Ks^cvi"ds] and c[^] are physical constants).
A/a = "!f [Wm-^m-1] (2.9)A5(e^< 1)
Thus, the radiance emitted by a blackbody at a given frequency is a direct function
of temperature (Schott 1997).
Although perfect blackbody targets do not exist, we can characterize the emissions
of any target relative to an ideal blackbody by its emissivity, e. Emissivity is simply
the ratio of the actual exitance of a target and the theoretical (blackbody) exitance
from a target of the same temperature. Thus, actual exitance is given by equation
2.10:
Maclwd=eMbb[Wm-2] (2.10)
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In most real world scenarios, the emissivity of a target is a spectrally dependent
value between 0 and 1 (having the resulting units of W m~2pm'1). Such targets are
known as gray-bodies. Fortunately, the variability in this value is often small enough
to approximate it as a constant in particular regions of the spectrum.
Preliminary experiments indicate that this approximation can be used for wild
fires. When viewing wildfires from above, we can approximate them as blackbodies
(=1.0) in most thermal regions of the spectrum.7 This approximation does fall
apart at wavelengths where fire produces emission lines (discussed further in the next
section).
The shape of these blackbody spectra are very different for targets of different
temperature. As an example, figure 2.11 shows the blackbody curves of the sun,
wildfires and room temperature background. (Note log plot due to large differences
in scale.)
2.4.2 Optical Emissions
Light is absorbed or emitted by atoms and molecules when the frequency of that
light is equal to the energy difference between two possible bound states of that atom
or molecule. The difference in energy, AE, creates an opportunity to absorb or emit
radiation when an electron transitions from one of those states to the other. The
relation between AE and the resulting frequency is given by equation 2.11;
AE = hu. (2.11)
Where E is Energy, h is Planck's constant and v is the frequency of the ab-
7 As discussed earlier, it is actually the hot ground beneath a fire that resembles a blackbody.
The fire itself has a highly variable emissivity that cannot be approximated as a blackbody.
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Figure 2.11: Planckian Curves for Varying Temperature.
sorbed/emitted photon. This equation relates a wave property of a photon (i/) to a
particle property (E). It is central to understanding the transitions that cause nar
rowband emissions.
2.4.2.1 Absorption
The results of absorption have been discussed in Section 2.3.2 but the origins
deserve mention here. The electrons in any stable atom/molecule can occupy a finite
number of discrete energy levels. These levels result from the orbital structure of the
electrons in that substance. If an atom/molecule is struck by a photon of frequency, u,
the photon may be absorbed if there is a gap between energy levels given by equation
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2.11 (e.g. E\ E2 = AE = hv). While the effect of this phenomena on atmospheric
propagation has been discussed, its effect on emission needs further explanation.
2.4.2.2 Emission
Just as any compound can absorb energy when an electron moves to a higher
energy state, it can emit energy when an electron drops to a lower energy state. The
relation between energy states and the frequency of emitted radiation is also given
by equation 2.11.
These emissions are important because wildfires are photochemical reactions that
produce a variety of emission lines. As the rapid oxidation in fires breaks down
fuel materials, the accompanying chemical reactions result in electronic transitions
that produce heat and light. Analysis of fire spectra shows numerous emission lines
resulting from the combustion products of the fuel. These include lines from H2O,
C02, CO, 02 and other trace elements (Worden et al. 1997).
These emissions can be measured with spectroscopy and can potentially be de
tected with remote sensing systems (Vodacek et al. 2002). Because of this, photo
chemical emissions provide an alternate mechanism for detecting wildfires. They
may also be used to augment temperature based detection algorithms to reduce false
alarms.
2.4.3 Line Broadening
It is important to consider how these narrowband emissions will appear when
they are imaged by a sensor. The above theory indicates that most emissions are
narrowband phenomena. However, most emission feature that are imaged from space
are spectrally broadened by a number of processes. These include:
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2.4.3.1 Natural Broadening
Simply put, emission lines cannot be infinitely thin because of the Heisenberg
Uncertainty Principle. There is always some uncertainty in the difference, AE caused
by the lifetime of the excited states.8.
While unavoidable, the effects of natural broadening are so small that they can
be ignored, even at hyperspectral resolutions (Thorne 1988).
2.4.3.2 Doppler Broadening
This additional broadening is induced by the relative motion of the atoms un-
dergiong chemical emission. This creates an additional uncertainty in the emitted
frequencies.9
2.4.3.3 Interactions with Neighboring Particles
The presence of neighboring particles further broadens these emission features.
This happens because the electrons in the flame create a perturbing electring field
with adjacent atoms causing energy shifts. This further increases the discrete energy
levels available.
The high temperature particle densities in wildfires amplify these phenomenae.
Elevated pressures decrease the mean distance between adjacent particles and increase
relative velocity allowing inter-particle transitions to occur with greater frequency.
The end result is that more emission lines occur and that they become wider.
The resulting broadening is more significant than previously discussed sources of
8Heisenberg showed this to be AE -^ where At is the temporaral occupancy of the orbital in
question (Ostlie and Carroll 1996)
9Given by ^ = -^ This added uncertainty is several orders of magnitude greater than that
caused by Natural Broadening (Thorne 1988)
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broadening and may be detectable at hyperspectral (lOnm) resolutions.10
2.4.4 Absolute Radiometry
2.4.4.1 Temperature Measurement
The next problem is how to apply remote sensing techniques to measure surface
temperatures. This is a well studied problem with fairly clear solutions.
(Vinson 1998) lists six different techniques for temperature measurement. All
require precisely calibrated sensors. They also require the ability to invert the at
mosphere between sensor and target. Analysis of these techniques indicates that a
two-color approach holds the most promise.
(Hornbeck 1966) first suggested this approach. He proposed using a ratio of the
source leaving radiance in two separate bands to derive the temperature of that source.
Given Planck's law (equation 2.9) this ratio can be expressed in equation 2.12.
fl = ^[eT'1J (2.12)
(Hornbeck 1966) shows that if the Wien approximation holds (e.g. if e*r 1
e-^), equation 2.12 can be solved for temperature as shown in 2.13.
'As Xa'T= -^ ^-j- (2.13)
InR-H^f]
10For example, wildfires break down H20. This process emits photons at the same frequencies
that atmospheric H2O absorbs photons. However, there is limited evidence in hyperspectral AVIRIS
data that the emission lines may be slightly wider than the absorption features.
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Surprisingly, two bands are fairly optimal for this problem. It is possible to use
more than two colors to measure temperature but the added complexity does not
guarantee added accuracy. The major limitation of a three+-color approach is that
the emissivity of the target must be linear across the three bands. Even if e does
remain constant, this method is not more accurate than the two color method would
be provided both wavelengths are chosen carefully to maximize the signal differences
between target and background (Hornbeck 1966).
There are at least two major advantages to the ratio method:
1. It is more accurate than other methods with similar data require
ments.11
2. The process of ratioing two bands eliminates factors such as target area,
atmospheric path length, range to target and sensor responsivity. Cancel
lation of these terms makes it much easier to calibrate this algorithm on
an inaccessible (e.g. spaceborne) platform (Horman 1976).
Because of this work, thermal algorithms in this research will emphasize the use
of two bands when possible.
2.4.4.2 Application
The equations discussed above represent ideal conditions. There are other factors
that also need to be considered. The most important is the effect of sub-pixel tem
perature differences. This is important when pixels in our scene are only partially
occupied by fire. Fortunately, it is relatively trivial to model sub-pixel effects. We
can use a linear combination of the spectra for fire and background. Thus, a pixel
that is 1% fire and 99% soil would generate an observed radiance given by 2.14.
11Given an unlimited number of wavelengths, Least Squares Spectral Curve Fitting is probably
more accurate (Green 1996).
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TL(obs,X) ~ J^L(fire,X) + J^^{soil,X) (2.14)
The log plot in figure 2.12 illustrates the Planckian spectral curves for a pure
(1000K) fire, normal (300K) background and a 1% subpixel fire against the same
background. It is obvious that there are still observable differences between the mixed
pixel and the background provided that we use the appropriate bands for detection.
Figure 2.12: Spectral Curves for Fires, Mixed Pixels and Background.
These dramatic differences make sub-pixel detection of high temperature objects
feasible. Previous work has illustrated that it is practical to detect sub-pixel targets
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like oil platforms and smokestacks based on the temperature differences that they
create (Matson and Dozier 1981) and (Dozier 1981). Using this model, (Dozier 1981)
introduces a pair of simultaneous, non-linear equations that can be used to accurately
solve for the temperature and size of a hot, sub-pixel target. These equations rely on
adjacent background pixels to estimate background temperature. They do not work
when the sensor is saturated as the ratios are no longer calculated correctly.
Other researchers have successfully applied these absolute radiometry techniques.
(Wan and Dozier 1989) applies these techniques to AVHRR imagery and analyzes the
results. Even though they were not specifically looking at fires, their conclusions are
pertinent to this research. Their findings include:
a. Modeling (both atmospheric and radiative) can effectively simulate the
impact of sub-pixel effects on space-based thermal detection.
b. Temperature measurements can be made to high accuracy. 12 The
accuracy of these measurements was dramatically facilitated by using a
band in the LWIR (11.8/im 12.6/mi) although the reasons for this im
provement were not
discussed.13
c. These equations are non-linear. Linear approximations for deriving
temperature need to be made cautiously.
d. Viewing angle also needs to be considered. Accurate results have
been achieved in the past by assuming target materials to be Lambertian.
While this was obviously not true, this assumption is generally accurate
for viewing angles up to
40 from nadir (Wan and Dozier 1989). 14
12With the AVHRR sensor, their measurements had an accuracy of 0.3K
13Without this band, the accuracy of their measurements dropped to 1.0 1.5K
14In theory, wildfires will be more Lambertian than the reflective targets considered here so off-
nadir viewing may not be as critical. Nevertheless, the possibility needs to be considered that an
algorithm will perform differently at large grazing angles.
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2.5 Sensor Trades
This research focuses on detection algorithms, not hardware. However, some dis
cussion is needed on the relation between any algorithm and its supporting sensor
hardware. Chapter 1 explains that we require a detection algorithm with good res
olution. Our algorithm design needs to acknowledge the fact that spatial resolution,
spectral resolution and noise are inversely proportional to each other. We cannot
simultaneously maximize all of these metrics. This relationship occurs because of the
conservation of energy (Landgrebe 1978).
Simply put, a limited number of photons from the target will reach our sensor.
During onboard processing, our sensor equates the quantities of these photons to
values that correspond to given sensor reaching radiances. To increase our sensor's
spatial or spectral resolution, we have to reduce the number of photons that are
available for counting. This reduction diminishes the signal, lowering the SNR of our
system. By increasing the relative contribution of noise to our signal, we lose accuracy.
As a result, we need to compromise. To make this hardware compromise possible, the
algorithm that we design must carefully quantify the minimum resolution and noise
requirements that are needed for its implementation (Klatt 2000).
The mathematics needed to accomplish this are straightforward results of the
systems modulation transfer function. A simplied discussion of these tradeoffs follows
(Schott 1997) and (Gaskill 1978).
2.5.1 Spatial Trades
The effects of Spatial Resolution are fairly intuitive. Increasing the spatial reso
lution will decrease the "footprint" of our sensor. The available signal will decrease
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in proportion to the square of the change in resolution. Figure 2.13 illustrates how
doubling resolution will cause a a 75% reduction in signal.
Figure 2.13: Effect of Increasing Resolution on Target Signal.
2.5.2 Spectral Trades
In the same way, our spectral resolution is also limited by the spectral energy
density of our target. Ifwe collect more photons, more signal will be available to apply
to our algorithm. Generally speaking, more signal will result in greater accuracy.
Schott (1997) illustrates that the observed radiance, L0bs, is the integral of sensor
reaching radiance, L\, multiplied by the response function of the sensor/detector (Rx)
(e.g. 2.15).
Lobs = / LxRxd\ (2.15)
'o
Given this relationship, the benefits of high spectral resolution need explanation.
In general, increasing our sensor bandwidth reduces our ability to resolve fine spectral
features. This, in turn, may degrade our ability to classify targets since spectral
resolution can be more important for this than spatial resolution (Klatt 2000).
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2.5.3 Signal to Noise Ratio
SNR is simply the ratio of signal to noise, jj, for a given target and system. Signal,
in turn, is calculated as the integral of the product of the flux onto the detector with
sensor responsivity (Rx) as written in 2.16.
DC
S= I Rx$xd\ (2.16)
o
In discrete systems, noise is calculated as the root mean square variation in the
instantaneous signal level (cf. equation 2.17).
N =
{TZ=i(Si s^)2^[Volts] (2 17)
n
2.5.4 Summary
In most remote sensing systems, the noise is created by the system (detectors
and electronics). Since noise is constant for a given detector electronics package, we
need to improve our signal to optimize our SNR. This places us in the position of
degrading our spatial and spectral resolution to achieve the desired SNR. From the
above analysis, we have two relationships. (1) Increasing our resolution will decrease
signal in quadrature; and (2) Signal will increase linearly with bandwidth.15
15This is an oversimplification. While increasing the detector bandwidth will increase the signal.
The magnitude of that increase is also dependent on the shape of the target specta and sensor
response function, R\. As a result, widening a detection band will not always improve performance,
particularly if the goal is to detect a narrowband spectral feature (such as an emission line).
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These relationships are illustrated in the following equations.
Soc 2 (2-18)
(Resolution)
S*FWHMsens0T (2.19)
2.6 Target Detection Theory
The central goal of this thesis is to devise a means for accurately detecting wild
fires. In imaging terms, we need a way to differentiate fire pixels from non-fire pixels.
In remote sensing, this process is referred to as target detection or classification.
Since this is a common task, the mathematics needed to maximize the accuracy of
this process are well understood.
2.6.1 Single Band Detection
The performance of our proposed algorithm is, at its simplest, a 3-material classi
fication problem. For illustration, these materials can represent wildfires, background
and false alarms. Schott (1997) includes a discussion on the problems of classification
by this three class, single-band image. This is illustrated in figure 2.14.
Each of these three material classes has an average intensity represented by a
DC value (mean). It also has a probability distribution (variance). In general, these
distributions are well represented by Gaussian distributions with different centers and
widths.
To distinguish between these classes, we need to set thresholds. We use these
thresholds to separate candidate pixels into "bins" corresponding to a given material.
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Figure 2.14: Single Band Classification of 3 Materials.
The problem is that these distributions overlap. Extremely bright/dim materials in
one class may be mistaken for another. This creates two opportunities for error.
Again, using wildfires as an example, these are:
a. False Rejection The chance that we will fail to detect a given fire be
cause we set our threshold for detection too high.
b. False Alarm The possibility that we will detect a non-existent fire
because we set our detection threshold too low.
2.6.2 Multi-Band Detection
There are two simple ways to improve the accuracy of this process.
One improvement is to increase the dimensionality of our image. Adding an
additional band to our detection algorithm is an obvious step (particularly since
section 2.4.4.1 indicates that two bands are optimal for temperature measurement).
The second possible improvement is to use a classification metric that accounts for
the shape of each materials probability distribution. These techniques are illustrated
in figure 2.15 (Schott 1997).
The left image in figure 2.15 illustrates classification with a minimum distance
algorithm. This algorithm would quickly assign pixel
"x" to the class M2. However,
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its accuracy is limited because it does not consider the variance of each class. In other
words, it will fail because it does not account for the size and shape of each classes
probability distribution.
The right image illustrates the same process with a statistical (Gaussian) distance
algorithm. This time, we would more accurately classify
"x"
as being in the M3 class.
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Figure 2.15: 2 Band Classification Using Minimum Distance and Gaussian Classifiers.
2.6.3 PDF and ROC Curves
The statistics behind target detection are not much more complicated than the
last two illustrations. Target detection can be defined as the statistical process of dif
ferentiating a target from background clutter. Once again, we can model this process
by looking at the probability density functions (PDF) of our target and background.
This is illustrated in figure 2.16 (DeFatta et al. 1988), (Walpole 1982), and (Klatt
2000).
(Klatt 2000) mathematically illustrates the relationships between the probability
of accurate detection (Pd), the probability of a false alarm (P/a) and the probability of
a missed target (Pm). If we set our detection threshold at some decision level, a, these
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Figure 2.16: PDF's of Signal and Background.
probabilities can be simply derived by direct integration (cf. equations 2.20 2.22)
P/a = J P0(x)dx
a
oc
Pd= f Pi(x)dx
a
Po(x)dx
(2.20)
(2.21)
(2.22)
P/a is generated by integration over the background while Pm is generated by
integration over the target signal. Because of their interdependence, we cannot reduce
both errors simultaneously. Instead, we have to select a minimum acceptable value
for one of these terms and accept the resulting value of the other.
A convenient way to analyze these results is found by plotting (Pd vs. P/a).
The resulting plot is known as a Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve. An
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illustration is included below as figure 2.17. This figure shows the appearance of
increasingly accurate detection algorithms. The effectiveness of random guessing is
plotted as a diagonal line through the center of the graph. Any detection algorithm
should exceed this value. An ideal algorithm will quickly approach a value of 1.0 and
plateau.
06 0 i
Probability of False Alarm
Figure 2.17: Sample ROC Curves.
ROC curves are an ideal performance metric for this research. They are readily
understood and accepted throughout the remote sensing community and they include
a consideration of the likelihood of false alarms. When actual imagery is available to
test a given algorithm, we will use ROC formalism to evaluate those algorithms.
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2.7 Band Selection and Algorithm Design
The bulk of this research is dedicated to selecting the best spectral bands for
wildfire detection. The selection process should maximize the accuracy of the clas
sification procedures discussed earlier. Selecting the best bands will maximize the
accuracy of our classifier and minimize the chance of false detections.
This two class (fire and not-fire) problem can be illustrated by again referring to
figure 2.14.
Referring to figure 2.14, we need to develop an algorithm to reliably separate
Class#l (mean=DCi, variance=<7i) from Class#2 (DC2, cr2). A suitable algorithm
using a single spectral band should do two things: (1) maximize the difference between
DC2 and DCi; and (2) minimize the variances of DCi and DC2. This can be done by
defining a metric, Q, as shown in equation 2.23;
^ DC2-DCiQ = I \ (2.23)
1 ~r 2
We can then select and evaluate bands with the goal of maximizing
"Q."
Beyond this, the process of band selection is more art than science (Clodius et al.
1998). Most efforts at band selection begin with a detailed analysis of target phe
nomenology. Possible band selection schemes are then developed and analyzed based
equally on empirical analysis and intuition.
Exceptions to the previous statement exist if we have multi-dimensional data that
we merely need to simplify. Given an excessive number of bands, there are mathe
matical methods to reduce the number of bands while still maximizing our ability to
detect targets of interest. This band reduction process is principally limited to hyper
spectral imagery where redundant information is spectrally correllated (Chang et al.
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1999). Since we want to use the minimum number of bands possible, these techniques
do not have much promise for this research. Their utility seems more appropriate to
data compression than band selection.
2.7.1 Existing Algorithm Types
There are several broad categories of algorithms that need to be considered. They
are defined here along with their relative merit for wildfire detection.
2.7.1.1 Empirical.
Empirically based algorithms rely on image statistics. They operate by finding
statistical trends within images and use those trends to draw conclusions about the
location and identity of endmembers. They are very useful. Unfortunately, they
are not easy to implement on a global scale since they need to be
"trained"
to the
conditions in a given image.
Single band threshold algorithms are examples of empirical algorithms. They
typically rely on a temperature (radiance) measurement in the MWIR. Temperatures
above a threshold are classified as fire. Temperatures below that threshold are not.
The exact threshold changes from image to image based on temperature, season and
geographic location.
Because of this variability, empirical algorithms are problematic to automate. For
example, the single band threshold algorithms mentioned above would require decision
rules to eliminate water pixels (because of specular reflection) and urban areas (due
to hot asphalt).
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2.7.1.2 Model Based
Model Based Algorithms are usually physics based. Because they have firmer
scientific support than empirical models, they can be easier to implement on a global
scale. Unfortunately, these algorithms can only be used when the physical radiometry
of a target can be modeled with consistent accuracy. Since this is not always possible,
model-based algorithms are not always feasible.
Contextual vs. Non-Contextual. Consider a target pixel that needs to be classified
as fire or non-fire. A contextual classifier uses decision rules that look at the target
pixel and the surrounding-background-pixels. In contrast, a non-contextual classifier
makes a determination based only on the observed DC values in the target pixel.
We prefer model-based, non-contextual algorithms because they are more easily
automated. Other algorithms are more dependent on background pixel values that
can change based on time, date or place. In the event that we do use empirical or
contextual algorithms, we need to keep them as simple as possible. Figure 2.18 shows
the relative desirability of the algorithms that are under consideration.
Multiple Band Temperature Measurement. This family of algorithms has the high
est probability of working successfully. Some comparison to background may be
needed to account for (seasonal and geographic) temperature fluctuations but this
science is well understood. Adding a second test (e.g. emission line) creates a redun
dant false alarm check to this measurement.
Single Band Temperature Measurement. These algorithms are also physics based
but the elimination of a second thermal band makes temperature measurement more
difficult. As a result, these algorithms are heavily contextual and more subject to
false alarms. Even with absolute calibration, a contextual check is still necessary
since only one variable (radiance) is available to solve for two unknowns (fire size and
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Figure 2.18: Relative Desirability of Possible Algorithms.
fire temperature).
Single Emissions Lines. In theory, this family of classifiers is at least as reliable
as Single Band Temperature Measurement (probably more so). In actual practice,
it is may be worse for two reasons: (1) The best emission line (potassium) is in the
NIR where it is very susceptible to background clutter and smoke attenuation; and
(2) the mathematics governing this emission are more difficult to model than those
of Planckian temperature.16
16These problems become trivial if a narrowband detector is used (FWHM j l.Onm) but such a
detector is unlikely to have the SNR required in an operational system.
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2.8 Review of Existing Algorithms
Fire detection algorithms have been designed, tested and implemented using
many different remote sensing satellites. These include LANDSAT, SPOT, MODIS,
AVHRR and DMSP. However, only a few of these systems have the characteristics
(cf. chapter 1) needed to support operational fire detection. As a result, the only
algorithms summarized in this section are those for AVHRR and MODIS.17
2.8.1 AVHRR
The most accurate fire detection work has traditionally been done with NOAA's
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR). Although this system was
designed explicitly for cloud temperature and sea-surface studies (Kaufman et al.
1998), it has better capabilities for fire detection than any other system currently
in orbit.18 AVHRR's advantages include daily coverage and relatively ideal spec
tral bands (0.58-0.68/mi, 0.723-1. 10>m, 3.55-3.93/um, 10.5-11.3/im. and 11.5-12.5/im).
These will hereafter be referred to a channels 1 through 5, respectively (Cuomo et al.
2001).
Cuomo provides an excellent summary of past AVHRR algorithms. That summary
is paraphrased here (Cuomo et al. 2001).
Kaufman (cf. 2.24) developed what has become a relatively standard approach
for AVHRR detection. This algorithm was tailored to use in Brazilian rainforests. It
17Most existing work emphasizes these sensors since AVHRR and MODIS are almost unique in
having the requisite spatial, spectral and temporal resolution for this problem. Other systems (e.g.
Landsat, Spot, et. al.) have been used to support pre-fire and post-fire problems such as fire-danger
assessments and burn-scar mapping but they have not been useful for detection
18MODIS will likely be better but since it has only been launched in the past year, its superiority
has still not been proven.
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uses a series of threshold tests to detect likely fires (Kaufman et al. 1990).
Tch3 >316K
Tc/l3-Tc/l4>10K
TcM >250K (2.24)
While these tests performed well against Brazilian targets. Cuomo indicates that
this algorithm does not perform well against other targets because the low thresholds
are set just above ambient temperature (Cuomo et al. 2001).
Cuomo also addresses improvements to this algorithm that were made in Kennedy
(1993). These are summarized in equation 2.25. This approach modifies Kaufman's
thresholds for use in the hotter climate of West Africa and adds a reflectance test to
account for the reduction in NIR reflectances of fire pixels that is caused by ash cover
(Kennedy et al. 1993).
Tch3 >320K
TCh3 -Tch4 >15K
TcM >295K
Rch2 < 16% (2.25)
Like Kaufman's algorithm, this set of tests works well in the geographic region
that it was designed for. However, it cannot be exported to other regions without
extensive human involvement to modify the thresholds.
A major improvement to these algorithms was suggested by Flasse and Ceccato.
Like Kaufman and Kennedy, they propose an algorithm that relies on a series of
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temperature and reflectance thresholds. However, their algorithm goes a step fur
ther by adding a statistical comparison with background pixels. This algorithm is
summarized in equation 2.26 (Flasse and Ceccato. 1996).
Tcm >311K
Tc/i3 Tc/l4 >8K
Rc/i2 < 20%
(Tc/i3 Tch4)pF >H{T3-T4) + C(T3-T4)6
T3pf - [MT36 + 2aT3b] >3K (2.26)
Where channel 3 refers is a mid-wave band, channel 4 is a corresponding long-wave
band. In the latter two tests of this algorithm,
"PF"
refers to the potential fire pixel.
These tests compare the PF pixel values to the surrounding, presumably non-fire,
pixels using a variable size kernel ranging from 3x3 to 15x15 pixels (denoted by the
"b"
subscript) . If the PF pixel's value differs from the surrounding mean by the
indicated number of standard deviations, it is evaluated as a fire.
Flasse (1996) reports success with this algorithm in a variety of geographic loca
tions. This is the first algorithm that advertises the ability to work without modifi
cation across a diverse range of background temperatures . Unfortunately, Cuomo
(2001) indicates that the algorithm still falls short in some cases in Italy. Given this
failure, it is almost certain to fail in other areas with similar geography and weather.
To rectify these shortcomings, Cuomo recommends another, much more compli
cated, algorithm (Cuomo et al. 2001). This
"TN-ALT"
classifier uses an extensive
array of variables. These variables are summarized in table 2.6.
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TN-ALT Variables
Julian Date of the scene being processed.
Image coordinates of a given pixel.
AVHRR channel 3 brightness for the potential fire pixel.
Time average and standard deviation computed for this scene using prior,
cloud free images of the same location captured at same time of day.
Spatial averages and standard deviations computed with the
above (prior) imagery.
Local, pre-determined, thresholds.
Table 2.6: Variables in TN-ALT Classifier
The TN-ALT algorithm relies on extensive pre-processing of prior imagery to
eliminate the false alarms caused by fluctuations in seasonal temperature and daily
light conditions. This processing simultaneously accounts for a myriad of local land-
cover
parameters.19 Given this rigor, it is not surprising that the TN-ALT algorithm
performed exceptionally well in comparison to earlier, less sophisticated algorithms.
Despite its' improved performance, this algorithm is not desireable because of
its extensive pre-processing requirements. These requirements would make it nearly
impossible to apply this algorithm for year-round, global coverage.
2.8.2 AVHRR Limitations
Unfortunately, the limitations of the above algorithms result from sensor deficien
cies. Because of this, it is unlikely that any AVHRR algorithm can be constructed
that gives good operational performance. There are two major sensor limitations that
cannot be overcome:
19These include vegetation type, moisture conditions, topography, et. al.
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a. Low Saturation Level Kaufman (1990) indicates that 500K fires occupy
ing 0.001%-0.1% of a pixel can theoretically saturate the AVHRR 3.7/rni
channel. Cuomo (2001) further indicates that this channel can saturate
on very hot Italian days without any fire whatsoever. This low saturation
makes it very difficult to distinguish fires from false alarms using AVHRR.
b. Large Pixel Size These problems are further compounded by the size
of the AVHRR pixels. The "ground spot"is roughly 4km
square.20 As a
result, a 100 m? fire (e.g. 10m x 10m) would only account for 0.00063%
of a pixel. This makes detection of small fires very difficult with AVHRR.
2.8.3 MODIS Sensor
The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) is a recently launched
sensor with great potential for fire detection. The MODIS sensor has 36 spectral
bands ranging from 0.405 14.385/im. These bands have spatial resolutions between
250m 1000m. Although this system was not built specifically for fire detection, it
incorporates some features designed to improve its ability to detect wildfires.
The diversity of spectral bands on MODIS creates opportunities for a wide variety
of
algorithms.21 However, the proposed MODIS algorithm is similar to the AVHRR
algorithms discussed earlier. This algorithm utilizes dual MWIR (two 4/mi) bands
and a single LWIR band (at 11 /urn) (Kaufman and Justice 1998).
These bands have an "advertised" spatial resolution of 1km although the trian
gular response function of the MODIS sensor is really 2km across. Spatially, this is a
great improvement over AVHRR.
The spectral improvements are more important.
MODIS' two 4/zm channels (chan-
20Depending on geometry and the individual data product, AVHRR pixels may be smaller. At
nadir, the AVHRR IFOV yields a ground spot of roughly 1.1km by 4km.
21For example, the 0.86/im may be useful for nighttime detection. SWIR bands at 2.1/zm and
1.6/zm are also potentially useful.
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nels 21 and 22) have different capabilities. Channel 21 has coarse quantization levels
and saturates at 500K. Channel 22 has much greater resolution but saturates at 335K.
When possible, the MODIS algorithm relies on channel 22 for its estimate of T4/im.
If channel 22 is saturated, channel 21 can be used. TUfim is always computed from
channel 31 which saturates at 400K.
2.8.4 MODIS Algorithm
In a nutshell, the MODIS Algorithm looks for fire based on an absolute (non-
contextual threshold) measurement. This happens if a fire pixel is sufficiently greater
than the background variability in temperature and reflectance. The algorithm is a
four step process.
STEP 1. Minimum threshold to eliminate false alarms and speed data processing.
T4Mm (305K at night)
OR T4m - TUfim >5K (3K at night)
STEP 2. For absolute detection to occur, at least one of the additional conditions
must then be met.
T4/,m >360K (330K at night)
OR
T4/im >330K (315K at night)
AND T4|un - Tiim >20K (1OK at night)
STEP 3. If this does not occur, a relative (contextual) detection will be made if the
potential fire pixel is more than 4 standard deviations brighter than the background.
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T4/im >Mean(T4/im) + 4 Std Dev4Aim
AND T4/jm - Tn/jm >Median(T4/i,m_ril/jm) + 4 Std Dev(r4/im_rilMm)
STEP 4. Finally, for daytime observations, a fire pixel will be rejected if the red
and NIR channels suggest the pixel is contaminated by sun-glint.
2.8.5 Shortcomings of Existing Algorithms
The shortcomings of all of the above algorithms have been mentioned. Each of
them relies on boolean threshold tests and/or statistical comparisons with background
pixels. They work very well given the limitations of the original data but they are
not ideal. As table 2.7 illustrates, none of these systems combines universal reliabil
ity, continuous coverage (all continents in all seasons) and reasonable pre-processing
requirements.
Sensor/
Algorithm
Non-
Contextual
All season
performance
Broad geographic
flexibility
Pre-processing
requirements
Constant
Coverage
AVHRR
Kaufmann
Flasse
TN-ALT
No
No
No
poor
fair
good
poor
fair
good
good
good
poor
yes
yes
yes
MODIS No fair fair good no
Table 2.7: Summary of Existing Algorithm Performance
There are many reasons for these shortcomings. First, these algorithms are hard
to automate because they are dependent on constantly changing background temper
atures. This mandates human involvement to choose thresholds appropriate for the
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geographic region, altitude, date and time. Next, large GIFOV's (relative to poten
tial fires) dictate that the differences between fires and non-fires will be very subtle.
This exacerbates the chance of false alarms. Finally, low saturation levels allow these
sensors to occasionally saturate on non-fires. This further exacerbates the problem.
These problems are reduced by adding contextual tests to the algorithm. In the
case of the TN-ALT algorithm, they are also reducing by extensive pre-processing
computations. These require earlier, non-fire, images from the same region under the
same lighting conditions. Both of these solutions are statistics based, not physics
based. As a result, they can fail if the statistical variability in the scene exceeds the
expectations of the algorithm designers.
The best approach to operational fire detection would be a physics based algo
rithm. Any workable solution should be easy to automate and require no outside
human interaction. It should exploit fire phenomenology to the maximum extent
possible and minimize the reliance on empirical, statistically based algorithms. The
remainder of this thesis explores the design and feasibility of such an algorithm.
2.9 Data Collects
The literature summary thus far shows several promising mechanisms for wildfire
detection. These can be classified as thermal based detection strategies and emission
line based strategies. The thermal strategies have been easily modeled but no field
testing has been done to validate those models. As a result, basic spectral character
istics like temperature and emissivity have not been adequately quantified.
There is even less data available for emission lines. While the presence of emission
lines is documented in very narrow windows of the MWIR and NIR (Worden et al.
1997), there are no comprehensive datasets that describe broadband fire behavior. In
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addition, it is much more difficult to model the intensity (-^>) of emission lines since
that intensity is highly dependent on a host of variables (fire temperature, burn rate,
fuel load, fuel composition et. al.)
To remedy to this problem, a groundtruth campaign is being conducted to docu
ment the radiometric characteristics of fire. This research intends to capture enough
of the radiometric characteristics of fire to build a good spectral model for DIRSIG
simulation (Kremens et al. 2001). Those goals include:
a. Quantifying the basic physical phenomena of fire.
b. Determining what simplifications and assumptions can be made to fa
cilitate modeling.
c. Correlate narrowband (emission line) features with broadband (ther-
mal/Planckian) spectral features.
d. Determine emissivity of flames and background earth (fuel bed).
Several experiments have already been coordinated with the U.S. Forest Service
Rocky Mountain Research Station in Missoula, Montana. In these experiments, data
from a series of controlled burns is obtained under laboratory conditions. This data
includes spatial (high speed IR video) and spectral (normalized spectral curves) flame
parameters. Physical parameters including burn rate, moisture content, etc. are also
documented.
Although final results from this campaign are still pending, these experiments
have produced better spectra for wildfires than are currently available in published
literature. Based on this data, several tentative assumptions have been made on the
spectral phenomenology of fires (cf. table 2.8).
These experiments also verified the observations ofWorden regarding the spectral
emissions of fires. Using airborne FTIR spectroscopy, she had noted that wildfires
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Figure 2.19: Laboratory Collection of Wood Fire Spectra.
Property Assumption
Flame Flame spectra are not blackbody, nor are they dominated
by a single (greybody) Planckian curve.
At minimum flame spectra probably consist of a superposition
of several curves of different temperatures. Alternatively
there may be no Planckian curve whatsoever because of the
lack of thermal equilibrium.
Flame spectra are highly dominated by a variety of
emission lines. They include, C02. H20, 02- and K.
Fuel Bed Results of earlier experiments indicate that the fuel
bed is highly Planckian. This background heats quickly
to flame temperature and cools within minutes of flame
extinction. e=1.0 is assumed pending further data.
Table 2.8: Preliminary Assumptions of Spectral Fire Characteristics
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emitted minute emission lines from a variety of substances. These lines included H20,
C02, CO, N20, CH4, 03 and NH3. Most of these lines lie in atmospheric absorption
bands and are useless for remote sensing purposes. The remainder are too small for
detection at less than ultraspectral resolution (Worden et al. 1997).
Kremens collected lower resolution spectra over a much broader region of the
spectrum. While this data misses fine emission features, it provides a comprehensive
look at the dramatic phenomenology that might be exploitable from a spaceborne
sensor. Emission lines for H20 and C02 are present as is a pronounced line for
potassium (K). Unlike the former lines, the K line is in an atmospheric window that
enables its potential use from space (figure 2. 20). (Kremens et al. 2001)
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Figure 2.20: Laboratory Spectra of Flame Emissions.
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Chapter 3
Approach
We have established that fire and flame have several spectral characteristics that
may enable their detection with remote sensing platforms. We have also established
that there are many problems that will impede this detection. Many of the pertinent
spectral characteristics of wildfires, false alarms and background can be theoretically
modeled. Some of them cannot.22
This thesis will explore several potential detection algorithms. When appropriate,
physical models for fire, background and false alarms will be used to decide whether
these algorithms have promise. Test imagery will be used to assess the feasibility of
any remaining algorithms.
While many satellites have been used for fire detection, the ones that work best
(e.g. AVHRR, MODIS) are expensive, heavily engineered platforms. Their high cost
is exacerbated by their reliance on cryogenically cooled detector arrays. Cooled de
tector arrays are more mechanically complex than uncooled ones. More importantly,
they are dramatically heavier. This added weight increases launch costs dramatically.
22This is because of the data limitations discussed earlier. Information on flame emission lines
and the spectral variability of emissivity is not available.
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As a result, such systems quickly become prohibitively expensive in a fire detection
system that requires a constellation of several satellites to provide adequate tempo
ral coverage. High cost satellites can only be justified when their data is needed to
simultaneously support many different scientific endeavors. The problems caused by
wildfires, however great, do not justify the construction of such a costly sensor (see
(Luisi 2002) for further treatment). As a result, this research explores algorithms
that can be implemented with less sophisticated platforms.
3.1 Proposed Algorithms
Using the existing phenomenology of wildfires, several simpler and potentially
cheaper algorithms are considered. This thesis compares four such mechanisms for
fire detection. Three of them are thermal based detection schemes that do not require
cooled focal planes. The fourth is an emission line based detection scheme. These
band selection strategies are summarized in table 3.1.
3.1.1 Thermal Detection
As was discussed earlier, existing thermal detection strategies rely on a series of
boolean (threshold) and statistical operations to determine whether a fire is present
in a given pixel. These operations attempt to detect fires based on their different
intensity relative to a background. This creates opportunities for errors. For example,
intensities that correspond to fire on a cool cloudy day may be normal in bright
sunlight.
The modeling in this thesis will attempt to determine whether it is possible to
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Algorithm
Type
Spectral
Band
No. of
Bands
Center
A
Focal Plane
Material
Flame detection
(emission line)
NIR 2 766 &
769nm
Si
Thermal detection SWIR 2 1.26/xm k
2.23,um
InSb
InGaAs
Thermal detection MW/LWIR 2 3.8/im k
10.6/im
Si-bolometer
Thermal detection LWIR 2 9jLtm &
ll^xm
Si-bolometer
Table 3.1: Band Selection Strategies Under Consideration
use slightly higher resolution
imagery23 to detect wildfires using If only two
bands are used, color can be thought of as the spectral angle between two bands.
Since using this angle eliminates the effects of many independent variables, it may
even be possible to apply to uncalibrated imagery. As a result, such an algorithm
could be easier to use in an operational setting. It would also be less susceptible to
the variabilities that plague traditional algorithms.
3.1.1.1 Short Wave Infra-Red (SWIR)
There are many spectral bands with the capability to detect the thermal emissions
of fire. The first of these is in the SWIR region of the spectra. Figure 2.11 illustrated
the difference in the thermal spectra between solar illumination, fires and background.
It is possible to image a target's spectral signature in the SWIR and make a
determination ofwhether that target is a wildfire. A target pixel that contains fire will
have greater exitance at the "higher" end of the SWIR (between 2.0-2.5/nn). A pixel
23than required existing AVHRR and MODIS algorithms.
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dominated by reflected sunlight will have more exitance in the shorter wavelengths
of the SWIR (1.0-1.5/xm).
SWIR detection strategies are of interest because focal plane arrays are relatively
cheap to build in these wavelengths. Several detector types are useful. Detectors with
the most promise are made from InSb and InGaAs. See (Luisi 2002) for a complete
treatment of these.
3.1.1.2 MWIR
As stated earlier (cf. equation 2.23), we can maximize the probability for target
detection if we do two things:
a. Maximize the difference in signal between target and background.
b. Minimize the variance (clutter) of the target and background.
No other bands accomplish these simultaneous goals as well as a combination
of mid-wave and long-wave bands in the MWIR and LWIR. The difference between
fire and background is greatest in the MWIR where the maximum exitance of fire
occurs (between 2.5 3.5/zm depending on temperature). The exitance of normal (~
300K) background peaks near 9/xm. Variance is minimized because normal terrestrial
backgrounds have relatively high emissivity. Since e ftsl.O, reflected solar illumination
has very little effect on the signal24. This greatly reduces background clutter.
The major problem with a MWIR/LWIR detection scheme is the requirement for
cooled focal plane arrays. Sensors in these spectral regions have historically used
cryo-cooled HgCdT detectors with the limitations discussed earlier. Recent research
indicates that uncooled silicon micro-bolometers may be a cheaper, more feasible
alternative to this technology. (Luisi 2002)
24reflectance (1.0 - e) = 0.0
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3.1.1.3 Long Wave Infra-Red (LWIR)
Using only long-wave spectral bands to detect fires is not as optimal as the MW-
LW strategy discussed above. Nevertheless, that possibility is being considered here
because silicon micro-bolometers have been used more extensively in the LWIR than
in the MWIR. Since there are still some radiometric differences between fire and
background in the LWIR, it may be feasible to detect fires with a pair of LWIR
micro-bolometers. These differences are illustrated in the Planckian spectra of 1%
mixed pixel fire and background shown in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: LWIR Spectra of Mixed Pixel Fire and Background.
There is a noteworthy difference in the values of exitance for these spectra near
8/um. This difference creates some opportunity for detection.
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3.1.2 Emission Line Detection
Of the emission lines discussed in the previous chapter, the only one with promise
is the potassium emission line. The other spectral lines considered either have low
exitance or are co-located with atmospheric absorption features.25
The potassium emission line does not suffer from these drawbacks. This emission
signature is a doublet with twin peaks located at 766nm and 769nm. While it is
relatively close to an O2 absorption feature (at 763nm), early data shows this line is
not absorbed by atmospheric 02.26 More importantly, this features location in the
NIR region of the spectra makes it cheap to detect with inexpensive, uncooled, silicon
detector arrays.
The effects of this line can been seen in figure 3.2 where a fire pixel was imaged
by the AVIRIS sensor (note the AVIRIS lOnm FWHM obscures the doublet so the
emission is seen as a single line) .
It is possible to detect this signature by ratioing a spectral band centered on
the emission line (e.g. 766nm) with an adjacent band centered at a slightly longer
wavelength (e.g. 775nm). Equation 3.1 illustrates this.
A775nm
Such a ratio should be > 1.0 if a K emission line is present. Other materials will
25In theory, thermal broadening would ensure that the width of the latter emission features was
greater than the width of the corresponding absorption features. As a result, this research had some
early interest in the H20 emission line. This feature was problematic for a few reasons in addition to
its poor atmospheric transmittance. First, the thermal broadening was not that large. In addition,
it seems likely that fires in very dry (e.g. drought stricken) areas will not produce these lines in the
same abundance as test imagery H20. As a result, these emissions were abandoned as a detection
mechanism.
26Work in press indicates that the that the 769nm line is attenuated 40% along a vertical path to
space while the 766 nm line is minimally effected (Vodacek et al. 2002).
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Figure 3.2: K-emission line at lOnm Sensor Resolution.
have a ratio < 1.0 since most natural spectra are monotonically increasing across these
wavelengths.27 In a very basic way, this ratioing process is analogous to the process
proposed for thermal detection. Both utilize two-band ratios to exploit color differ
ences between the target and background. In the case of the K-emission, this "color"
corresponds to the emission line. In the other cases,
""color"
equates to temperature
(cf. equation 2.12).
The results of this algorithm are shown in figure 3.3. This is a scatter plot of the
pixels in the AVIRIS data mentioned earlier. It illustrates the separation of fire pixels
from the rest of the image using a potassium detection algorithm. The test imagery
27There are two reasons for this positive slope. First, the reflectance curve for vegetation is positive
throughout this portion of the NIR. Second, the slope of atmospheric transmittance is also positive
across these bands because of the oxygen absorption feature at 763nm.
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used to produce this scatter plot is shown in section 3.5.
Figure 3.3: Two Band Illustration of K-Emission Detection (AVIRIS).
3.2 Experimental Procedure: SWIR and MW-LW Ex
periments
The first two algorithms being considered are dual-band techniques to measure
thermal color. One of these uses a dual-band SWIR strategy. The second uses a
MWIR and LWIR band to accomplish the same task. The experimental strategy that
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has been used to validate these two strategies is the same so they can be discussed
simultaneously. A flowchart of this strategy is included in figure 3.4.
This modeling process calculates the sensor reaching radiance for background,
fires and false alarms. The ASTER spectral library is used as the source for non-fire
reflectance spectra. The NEF database supplies specular reflectance data (BRDF) to
calculate potential false alarms. MODTRAN is used to provide atmospheric modeling
data.
Multiple spectra are then generated to account for the diverse ranges of fire and
background. This gives a limited insight into the impact of clutter.
The impact of smoke is ignored during this process. Upon completion of this
modeling, anecdotal data is used to assess the relative impact of smoke in each of the
spectral regions that are being considered.
3.3 Experimental Procedure LWIR
The validation process for dual-band LWIR detection is essentially the same. Be
cause this scheme is in doubt, a streamlined version of that validation process is
performed first to determine whether further analysis is warranted.
The calculations are somewhat simplified since we can usually ignore reflected
radiance in the LWIR. This makes it possible to approximate fires and background
with combinations of Planckian spectra. Since most backgrounds are greybody, their
correct emissivity must still be incorporated into these models. Even though back
ground reflectance is ignored, reflected solar illumination from false alarms is treated
rigorously since BDRF/BRDF values can still be significant in the LWIR.
Figure 3.5 illustrates the streamlined process that is used to verify the feasibility
of dual-band LWIR detection.
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ASTER Spectral
Library
Build spectral library of
emissivities (e) for
background (e.g. grass)
Calculate solar radiation
(direct + downwelled)
incident on background
NEF Database
ZV
Calculate total exitance
(reflected + emitted) from
background
Model false alarms
in analogous fashion.
Assume worst case:
Bright direct sunlight (detection
will only be easier under
nighttime/cloudy conditions).
Ignore smoke for now.
I
Calculate exitance
from fire (assume
Planckian)
z
Calculate radiance of mixed
pixel (e.g. 1% fire, 99%
background)
I
Multiply by atmosphere and
account for solar and thermal
path radiance (scattering and
emission).
I
Sample signals of fire,
background and false alarms
in appropriate spectral bands
to determine
phenomenology.
Verify detectability of mixed pixel.
Consider ability to unmix fire size
and fire temperature.
Repeat as necessary for varying
fire size and fire temp.
Figure 3.4: Validation Process for SWIR and MW/LW Algorithms
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Repeat for different
background temps, fire
temps and fire sizes.
Assume this strategy is
feasible if differences in
fire & background temp
in 8 |im band are greater
than 1K (the noise level
of micro-bolometers)
Calculate Sensor
Reaching Radiance
in LWIR for fire and
background.
(Planckian radiance
only)
Convert to apparent
temp & compare
differences in
apparent temp at 8(im
and 14(im.
-> ->
Evaluate
against other
detection
schemes.
Figure 3.5: Validation Process for LWIR Fire Detection
The above calculations provide a quick determination of whether LWIR phe
nomenology will allow the use of micro-bolometers to detect sub-pixel fires. If it
will, further calculations can be done (cf. figure 3.4) to compare this strategy to the
others under evalation.
3.4 Experimental Procedure K Emission
As chapter 2 emphasized, the background science to calculate K emissions is com
plex. Because this emission is dependent on so many variables, it is very difficult to
model. To circumvent that difficulty, the experimental procedure for the K-emission
algorithm is very different than the analysis proposed for the thermal detection algo
rithms.
Instead of using physics based models to simulate this phenomena, we will use
actual imagery of wildfires to determine the merit of detecting these emissions. This
creates some disadvantages. The main problem is that our simulation is limited by
the original fidelity (e.g. GSD, AFWhm and SNR) of our test imagery. We can degrade
our test imagery but we cannot improve it. In other words, we cannot calculate the
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merit of any sensor system better than the one that generated our original test data.
The experimental strategy used is summarized in figure 3.6.
Locate center X of
potassium emissions
using field
spectrometer (ASD)
data.
Obtain test
imagery.
Obtain ratio of K band to
non-K band (for non -fires)
using test imagery.
Degrade GSD
and SNR of test
imagery.
Ground truth fire
pixels to "unmix"
fire temperature
and fire size.
Calculate p. and o2 of K
ratio for non-fire targets.
(Use this to determine
optimal placement of
detection threshold).
Vary detection threshold
(based on (i and o2 ) to
calculate ROC curves.
Repeat for varying GSD,
SNR and fire temperature.
Analyze results to
determine effects of
spatial resolution,
noise and fire
temperature on
detection.
Figure 3.6: Validation Process for K-Emission Line Detection
This approach allows us to determine the detectability of K-emission lines based
on several parameters. These parameters include GSD, SNR and fire temperature.
However, because we are constrained by our original data, we cannot modify the
widths and locations of our detection bands. As a result, two important sensor design
criteria (Acenter and Xfwhm) are not considered in this experimental
procedure.28
3.5 Test Imagery
Several data-sets were considered for this experiment. These included images
from a variety of sensors and scenes. The only one that was ultimately useful was an
28The values for XcenteT in our test imagery were close to optimal. As a result, the only major
limitation was our inability to analyze the benefit of narrower detection bands than those in the
original AVIRIS data (e.g. FWHM < 10.0 nm).
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AVIRIS "SCAR-B" scene.
The smoke, clouds and radiation experiment in Brazil (SCAR-B) was conducted
in the fall of 1995. Twelve missions were flown by a NASA ER-2 (U-2) aircraft over
a 1500x1500km area. On separate flights, this aircraft carried three sensor packages:
the Modis Airborne Simulator, the Cloud Lidar System, and the Airborne Visible and
Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS). In the end, AVIRIS data collected during
a SCAR-B flight on 25 August 1995 proved the most useful for this research.
The AVIRIS system is a 224 band whisk broom scanner. It has a GIFOV of 1
milliradian. For the 70,000' altitude on this particular flight, that corresponds to a
good (for hyperspectral data) GSD of 20 meters. In addition, the AVIRIS data is
well calibrated and boasts high SNR29 and spectral resolution of roughly lOnm. The
specific AVIRIS bands that were used to sample potassium emission lines are shown
in table 3.2.
Channel
Number
A Center
(nm)
FWHM
(nm)
44
45
769.68
779.27
8.69
8.70
Table 3.2: AVIRIS Bands used to Measure Potassium Emissions
In addition to these channels in the NIR, this dataset contains over 150 SWIR
bands. These bands contain independent temperature information that can be used to
"ground-truth" the bands shown above. This gives two, independent, confirmations of
fire one based on photo-chemical emissions (flame), the other based on temperature
(thermal emission).
29The SNR is calculated to be roughly 500 for a 50% reflector at altitude
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This data is pictured in figure 3.7. The smoke plumes in the center of the image
mark the location of most of the fires in this scene (there are other, smaller, fires
elsewhere in the image).
3.6 Experimental Procedure Smoke
All of the experimental approaches that have been discussed ignore the effects
of smoke. As the literature review indicated, smoke will obscure, scatter and absorb
some of the photons that are emitted by fire. Those effects will vary wildly depending
on the composition, concentration and thickness of the smoke in question. An exact
model is being developed by another member of our research team (VanGorden 2002).
To avoid duplication, this research uses simple, first order approximations to con
sider the impact of smoke on the algorithms discussed earlier. To determine this
impact, we need to know the relative effect of smoke on each of the algorithms that
we are considering.
We are comparing algorithms that operate in the NIR, SWIR, MW-LWIR and
LWIR. Our assessment of smoke needs to rank order the effects of smoke in each of
these bands. In other words:
a. In what spectral regions are the effects of smoke (absorption, obscura
tion and scattering) greatest?
b. In what spectral regions are these effects minimized?
Most of these effects are primarily influenced by smoke particle size. Smoke par
ticles, like many naturally occurring aerosols have a bimodal, lognormal size distri
bution. Most of these particles are smaller than 1/um in diameter. However, these
smaller particles
"clump" together to create a disproportionate number of larger par
ticles. Depending on the concentration of smoke, this second size distribution peak
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Figure 3.7: AVIRIS Scar-B Image Cube
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will be between 5p,m and 10/im in diameter (thicker smoke will result in larger di
ameters). Sample distributions for smoke from several different African biomass fires
are shown in figure 3.8 (Eck et al. 2001).
Radius (um)
Figure 3.8: African Biomass Smoke Size Distributions. (Eck et. al. 2001)
Since most of the optical effects of smoke are a function of size distribution, we
can crudely approximate these effects using data for other aerosols with similar size
distribution. For these purposes, the size distribution of fresh volcanic aerosols is a
close enough fit to use as an approximation.
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Based on this, we assume that stratospheric volcanic aerosols can be used as
a rough approximation of smoke. We can then use the volcanic aerosol model in
MODTRAN to calculate a rough estimate of the wavelength dependence of smoke-
induced scattering. While this is only be a first-order approximation, it gives an idea
of the relative degradation to LWIR, MWIR, SWIR and NIR algorithms when smoke
is present.
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Chapter 4
Modeling Procedures
The experimental approach used in this thesis requires the generation of spectra
for background, false alarms and fires. These spectra need to be calculated in sensor
reaching radiance [r^- ] to facilitate sensor design. They also need to account for
sub-pixel effects since the sensor's GIFOV is likely to be larger than the target fire
area.
4.1 Endmembers and Linear Mixing
For purposes of explanation, assume that all of the spectra that we consider are a
linear combination of up to three base classes: vegetation, fires and/or false
alarms.30
If we assume a two band detection algorithm, these endmembers can be plotted in
"bandspace"
as shown in figure 4.1.
If we continue to assume that this figure contains three classes represented by
vegetation (EMi), false alarms (EM2) and fire (EM3), we know that some of the
30The actual modeling will be slightly more complicated since several sub-classes are considered
for each base class. For instance, "vegetation" includes coniferous, deciduous and grass.
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Figure 4.1: Spectral Mixing of Three Endmembers. (Schott 1997)
pixels in our scene will contain only one endmember. Some will contain two. The
remainder will contain some combination of all three.
In this image space, we can assume that the outlying values (the corners) are
pure (single) endmembers. The pixels along the edges of this triangle are linear
combinations of two endmembers. Those in the center are varying combinations of
all three. To calculate the spectra for a given pixel, we merely need to perform a
weighted average of the endmember spectra (where the weights correspond to the
percentages of each endmember in that pixel).
Because of this relationship, we only need to model the sensor reaching radiance of
the endmembers. Once these are known, any possible combination of these materials
can be calculated with a simple linear combination. A planckian illustration of this
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for fire and background is illustrated in figure 4.2. This shows the relationship be
tween an actual, sub-pixel, fire and the observed combination of fire and background
endmembers).
Target Pixel
w/ Sub-Pixel Fire Observed Pixel
i '
1
Assume Linear
Combination
T
urroun
Figure 4.2: Linear Combination of Sub-Pixel Fire and Background.
The assumptions and calculations used to model these pure endmembers are de
tailed in the upcoming sections of this chapter.
4.2 Phenomenology
4.2.1 Solar Modeling
Solar radiation is the first term required for modeling by the big equation in 2.4.
Sunlight is roughly Planckian with a color temperatures of 5800-5900K. While this
is simple to calculate, this research will use MODTRAN derived solar radiance. The
latter is significantly more accurate as it accounts for some of the spectral irregularities
present in the Solar spectra.
Figure 4.3 gives a comparison between MODTRAN derived exo-atmospheric ir
radiance and a Planckian equivalent using the earth-sun distance and assumed tem
perature of 5960K.
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Figure 4.3: MODTRAN and Planckian Derived Solar Radiance.
4.2.2 Atmospheric Modeling
As mentioned earlier, MODTRAN was used to provide all of the atmospheric
parameters used in this modeling. Where possible, default parameters were used.
Solar elevation angles were fixed at 45 above the horizon.31 In all cases, the sensor
was fixed at nadir (90 above the horizon).
Four MODTRAN runs were needed to calculate the atmospheric data needed in
each spectral band. Given the four spectral bands being considered (NIR, SWIR,
MWIR and LWIR), this resulted in a total of 16 runs to provide the basic modeling
31Except when modeling specular reflection from water. In these cases, lower angles were consid
ered because water has very little specular reflection when the sun is higher above the horizon.
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data. (Many dozens of additional runs were done to test individual parameters)
These 16 MODTRAN runs were broken down as shown in table 4.1:
Band Path Surface Albedo
NIR
NIR
NIR
NIR
45
45
90
90
0.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
SWIR, MWIR
and LWIR
repeat as
above
Table 4.1: Summary of Modtran Runs
Two different slant path angles were necessary for each band. These were needed
to calculate the transmittances from Sun to earth (45) and from earth to sensor
(90).
Two different surface albedos were also required. These were needed because
MODTRAN lumps upwelled radiance and radiance originating from adjacency effect
(Type C and I photons respectively cf. figure 2.3) into a single term. Running
MODTRAN twice with different surface albedos allowed these terms to be separated.
It also allowed for the separation of analogous thermal variables that MODTRAN
also
consolidates.32
Relatively common MODTRAN settings were used. Conditions were fixed to
duplicate North American summer since that seemed most appropriate for the fire
detection problem. To achieve a worst case scenario, bright sunlight was also spec
ified. This was selected because fire detection is easier in darker (e.g. nightime)
conditions. Default settings were used when possible. The remaining (non-default)
32MODTRAN also consolidates the thermal emissions of the atmosphere and background into a
single quantity. Separating these requires two separate runs with different background albedos.
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settings chosen are shown in table 4.2.
Card Parameter Setting
1 Model MLS
IType Slant Path; HI to H2
IEMSCT Thermal k Solar/Lunar Radiance
IMult Multiple Scattering at HI
1A DISORT Multiple Scattering
NSTR 4 Streams
LSun Default Spectral Irradiance
2 IHaze Rural Extinction. Vis=23nm
ISeasn Spring-Summer
IVulcn Background Stratospheric
ICLD No clouds or rain
Vis 23nm
GrndAlt 0.2
3 HI 100
H2 0.2
3A1 IPARM 1
IPH Mie Generated Aerosol Phase
IDay 140
ISourc Sun
Table 4.2: MODTRAN Card Settings
This process enabled the calculation of ground leaving radiance (from sun and
skydome), transmittance, and scattering. All of these were calculated for both the
solar (reflected) and thermal (emitted) cases although thermal emissions were ignored
in the NIR and SWIR bands.
4.2.3 Background Vegetation
Background modeling is a fairly trivial process. Spectral (reflectance) data to
model background materials is available in the ASTER spectral library (Aster 2001).
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The only major consideration for this modeling was what types of vegetation should
be used in our model.
The ASTER data was used to generate spectra so the differences between veg
etation types could be analyzed. It turned out that the sensor reaching radiances
for each of the vegetation types considered (grass, coniferous and deciduous) were
very similar. The SWIR spectra for each of these are illustrated in figure 4.4. (The
SWIR bands are shown for illustration purposes since the differences between these
materials are even more negligible in the MWIR and LWIR bands).
Grass
J Coniferous
Deciduous
Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4.4: Spectra for Varying Vegetation Type.
Since there is little difference, only one background material was used for fire
modeling. Coniferous reflectance was arbitrarily chosen as this default.
As a test, this process was used to model the spectra of forest canopy in an AVIRIS
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scene. The same geometry, altitude and atmosphere were used. The modeled spectra
were then compared to the actual (AVIRIS) spectra. The actual spectra were virtually
identical in shape but much lower in amplitude. The actual values were roughly 40%
of the theoretical.
The error appears to be due to the internal shadows in the actual imagery. The
imagery of actual forest canopy does not consist of a single, flat, uniform leaf. Instead,
it contains a myriad of less reflective materials (earth, bark and internal shadows).
The effect of the internal shadows seems most important.
To compensate for this source of error, our model scaled the spectra for background
vegetation (by 0.4) to account for these effects.
4.2.4 Fire
Fire modeling has already been discussed. To summarize:
a. Fire size is assumed to be 100m2. Percent fire for a given pixel is given
u Fire Area
U"
Pixel Area
'
b. The final fire spectra is then generated as a linear combination of fire
and background based on the fill factor of the fire.
c. Fire temperature is assumed to be 1000K.
d. Background temperature is assumed to be 300K.
e. Fire temperature and size are slightly varied to approximate clutter.
f. Prior to generating mixed fire pixels, surface leaving radiance (from
background vegetation) is scaled (0.4 scale factor) to compensate for
internal shadowing of the leaf canopy.
4.2.5 False Alarms
The basics of false alarm modeling are detailed in section 2.3.4. Based on the
literature review and initial modeling, several sources of false alarms are considered
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here. The modeling procedures used to derive their spectra are much the same as
those used to generate the spectra for fire and background.
4.2.5.1 Water
. We decided to model the specular reflectance of water because of the potential to
create regions of sun-glint that fill an entire pixel. Since the other, man-made, sources
of sun-glint considered in this research are much smaller in area, water induced glint
is potentially
interesting.33
BDRF values for water were generated using the NEFDS. This database fails to
account for many relevant factors such as surface roughness, depth and dissolved or
ganic matter. Nevertheless, the BDRF values generated for water appear reasonable.
Worst-case geometries were used. It is unlikely that real conditions would ever
generate the combinations of perfect sensor geometry, clear sun-light and calm water
used to generate the BDRF's that we attained for water. Even with those assump
tions, it is difficult to generate extremely high BDRF's for water if the observer is at
nadir (BDRF's are maximized when the sun and observer are near the horizon and
<f> 180).
The geometry used for this modeling were included in table 2.5.
4.2.5.2 Metal
The parameters used to model sun-glint from metal were also discussed in
chapter 2. The literature review indicates that sun-glint from metal is a more likely
source of false alarms.
33Snow is very similar to water in this regard and sun-glint from snow also has the potential to
fill an entire pixel. Snow was disregarded as a potential source of false alarms since it is unlikely
that fires will occur in cold, snowy climates.
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Since they are more likely, more time was spent examining the potential sources
of metallic (man-made) sun-glint. The NEFDS was used to generate spectra for three
different types of metal: aluminum, generic metal and steel. As the log plot in figure
4.5 illustrates, the spectral characteristics of these materials are very similar but their
magnitudes are very different. This is intuitively sensible since the surface metal finish
of unpainted steel is more "mirror-like" than metal. Metal, in turn, is slightly more
specular than brushed aluminum.
If)
o
rr
m
Figure 4.5: BRDF for Varying Metal Type.
The values in figure 4.5 were calculated using specular geometry ((9=45, er=45,
and 0=180). Given this, the values for metal and aluminum appear reasonable. The
values for steel were very high, even for a worst case scenario.
This is somewhat anticipated since the
"steel"
case represents absolutely perfect
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specular geometry for a perfectly flat, mirror-like reflector. Actual sun glint would
involve dirtier (probably painted) surfaces and less ideal geometry.
Despite this, steel was retained as our worst case scenario although the geometry
was modified to reduce the declination angles of sun and sensor to more expected
values (9{neW) = 4>{new) = 22.5). Those changes reduced the BRDF's in figure 4.5 by
a factor of | to |.
4.2.5.3 Warm Ground
. The last false alarm consideration modeled was warm ground. Warm ground is
problematic because, like water, it can potentially fill an entire pixel. This will cause
false alarms if our algorithm confuses a pixel containing 100% warm ground with one
containing 1% fire.
Three cases were considered. They are shown below in table 4.3.
Temp (K) Temp (F) Emissivity Description
300 80.33 ASTER derived
(e.g. s = 1-r)
Corresponds to
background vegetation
310 98.33 0.95
(spectrally flat)
Corresponds to warm
(near blackbody) asphalt.
320 116.33 0.95
(spectrally flat)
Corresponds to hot
(near blackbody) asphalt.
Table 4.3: Modeling Parameters for Warm Ground
As table 4.3 indicates, this false alarm category corresponds to a dark surface that
is warmer than normal background. Realistic examples are large asphalt parking lots
or tar roofs on hot summer days. To provide a rough estimate of these cases, the
emissivity is assumed to be a spectrally constant 0.95. The actual emissivities for
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these substances are not spectrally flat in all bands but they are close enough in the
MWIR and LWIR (where this false alarm becomes a factor). (Emissivities for the
case of asphalt are plotted in figure 4.6)
6 8 10
Wavelength (um)
14
Figure 4.6: Measured Emissivity for Asphalt (NEF).
4.3 Smoke
The basic approach for Smoke modeling was explained in section 3.6. This ap
proach is intended to serve as an approximation until pending work by another re
searcher develops a more exhaustive model. (VanGorden 2002) The modeling uses
already existing MODTRAN data for volcanic aerosols to calculate any desired data.
Two smoke parameters have the greatest impact on our algorithm selection.
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Transmittance, r, is the most important. This determines what bands remain use
able when a target is obscured by smoke. Scattering (e.g. upwelled radiance) is also
a factor. This determines what bands are most affected by scattered light (e.g. type
C photons in figure 2.3).
4.3.1 Transmittance
To calculate the transmittance, r, of volcanic aerosols, MODTRAN was run in
transmittance mode with and without these aerosols activated. To limit the path
losses of other aerosols, these runs were limited to the stratospheric regions of the
atmosphere where these materials are present.
Card Parameter Unique Settings Comments
2 IVULCN
IVULCN
Extreme Volcanic/Fresh Volcanic
Background Stratospheric
1st Run (Aerosols Enabled)
2nd Run (Aerosols Disabled)
3 HI
H2
40
8 Set above lower atmosphere
Table 4.4: MODTRAN Settings for Volcanic Aerosols
These runs provide the total transmittance with aerosols enabled (rtotai) and the
normal transmittance when volcanic aerosols are not present (rnormai). The transmit
tance of volcanic aerosols can then be calculated using equation 4.1.
''"total
^volcanic
''"normal * Tyolcanic
^total (4.1)
^normal
Calculating rvoicanic does not immediately give us rsmoke even if the size distribu
tions for these aerosols are the same. The is due to the fact that smoke and volcanic
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aerosols are certain to have different concentrations and path lengths. Since r is
related to concentration and path length by equation 4.2,
r = e kcx, (4.2)
where
t = Transmittance,
k = constant,
c = Aerosol concentration,
x = Path Length,
we can parameterize rsmo^e as a function of r,volcanic i
^smoke vvolcanic )
By assigning values to n that generate optically thin transmittances, we can see
which spectral bands are likely to be least attenuated by smoke.
4.3.2 Scattering
The approach to calculating smoke scattering is logically similar. MODTRAN is
once again run with and without volcanic aerosols this time in radiance mode. A
first order approximation of the scattering due to aerosols is then given by:
ScatteringAerosols = ScatteringTotal - ScatteringNormal
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This term can then be scaled to arbitrary
"reflectance"
units by dividing by solar
radiance.
Unlike transmittance, the scattering effects cannot be parameterized to account
for varying concentration and path lengths. These calculations only provide a rough
estimate of the spectral dependency of the scattering function (e.g. in which spectral
bands is aerosol scattering most problematic).
4.4 Sensor Bands
Each of the thermal algorithms being considered by this research relies on two
sensor bands. Because of the spatial, spectral and noise design constraints that were
discussed in section 2.5, the FWHM of these bands has been kept as wide as possible.
Since these bands need to be placed in regions of good atmospheric transmit
tance, there is little room for originality in where they are placed. The bands used to
model all of these detection strategies (SWIR, MW/LWIR and LWIR only) were cen
tered at the best wavelengths of these these spectral regions to maximize atmospheric
transmittance.
Because these detection bands are relatively wide, it is possible to model their
spectral response using either Gaussian or RECT functions. In this work, I have
arbitrarily chosen to use Gaussian spectral response functions.
These bands are shown in the following plots. Atmospheric transmittance curves
are overplotted for illustration.
The SWIR bands are shown in figure 4.7. Three SWIR bands were considered.
The middle band is considered optional because the information it contained did not
significantly improve the final detection algorithms.
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Transmittance
SW Band#1
SW Band#2 (Optional)
SW Band#3
1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 2.00 2.20 2.40
Wavelength (um)
Figure 4.7: Transmittance and Responsivity in SWIR Sensor Bands.
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MWIR bands are shown in figure 4.8. Two separate MWIR bands were considered
for the MW-LWIR detection algorithm. The narrower band is preferred because it
provided better discrimination between hot and cold targets.
3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50
Wavelength (um)
5.00 5.50
Figure 4.8: Transmittance and Responsivity in MWIR Sensor Bands.
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The LWIR band used in conjunction with the MWIR band is shown in figure 4.9.
7.50 8.50 9.50 10.50 11.50 12.50 13.50
Wavelength (um)
Figure 4.9: Transmittance and Responsivity in LWIR Sensor Band.
Since the planckian curve for 300K peaks around 8/im, a narrower LWIR band
centered at 8.5^m would provide better discrimation between fires and background.
The wider band shown here was used instead because it will dramatically increase the
signal (and the resulting SNR). Any benefits to using a narrower LWIR band would
be lost by the several-fold increase in noise.
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Chapter 5
Results of Thermal Modeling
5.1 SWIR
The modeling approach discussed in chapters 3 and 4 was used to calculate the
SWIR sensor reaching radiance for fires, false alarms and background vegetation.
With a few exceptions, most of the modeling assumptions were worst case. These
included:
a. GSD. The GSD was fixed at 100m. The area of target fires is 100m2
resulting in a fill factor of 1%. (although smaller and larger fire sizes were
also considered because of spatial and temporal fire variability)
b. Ground Topography. Ground was assumed to be level. In general, this
results in brighter background radiances a slightly worst case scenario
since fires are harder to detect against bright background.
c. Solar Geometry. Solar declination was fixed at a = 45. This puts the
sun high in the sky adding to the worst case conditions established above.
d. Sensor. The sensor was placed at the edge of space. (> 100km)
e. Atmosphere. Atmospheric conditions were not worst case. Skies were
assumed to be clear and cloud free. 34
34The absence of clouds is a known problem since many fires are started by lightning strikes.
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5.1.1 General Findings
SWIR sensor reaching radiance spectra were generated for fires, false alarms and
background. These spectra seemed intuitively reasonable. As a check, the same mod
eling procedures were used to duplicate the conditions of an (actual) AVIRIS scene.
This involved repeating the modeling with slightly different (tropical) atmosphere,
sensor altitude and ground altitude. This check showed the modeling to be accurate
with a few exceptions:
Background Vegetation. The Calculated radiances for background radiances were
much brighter than the observed AVIRIS values.35
Fires. Compared to AVIRIS data, modeled fire spectra were surprisingly good in
that the AVIRIS fire spectra were roughly Planckian. Since there was very little little
literature that supported our decision to model fire spectra as Planckian (with e =
1.0) this was a nice confirmation.36 Some errors were noted from a variety of causes:
a. Transmittance. In normal operation, MODTRAN prints r to four sig
nificant figures. This is insufficient along the edges of the SWIR absorp
tion windows when fire is present. In other words, fires can still generate
sizable sensor reaching radiance when MODTRAN states that r = 0.000.
Greater accuracy is needed at the edges of the H2O and CO2 absorption
bands.
b. Smoke. Optically thin smoke alters the spectra of fires. Thin smoke
does not appear to degrade the ability to detect fires but it does compli
cates the process of unmixing fire temperature and fire size in the SWIR.
c. MTF. Modeling is most accurate when the fire is hot, large and near
the center of the pixel. When these conditions were not met, the sensor
response function introduces some error. The main effect of this error is
that the amplitude of fires at the edge of a pixel is attenuated. MTF
35As previously mentioned, this was due to internal shadows in the canopy foliage.
36Earlier experiments yielded fire spectra that were less Planckian (Kremens et al. 2001). However,
these non-Planckian effects become less noticeable at the lower spatial/spectral resolution of the
AVIRIS sensor.
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effects were not included in this research. However, more stringent detec
tion requirements (e.g. 800K fires instead of 1000K) were adopted that
partially compensate for this deficiency.
False Alarms. None of this AVIRIS data contained pixels with sun-glint as pro
nounced as the specular reflectors that we modeled. This is not surprising since
natural false alarms of this magnitude are expected to be very rare. However, the
available literature on sun-glint (Dozier 1981) appears to confirm the phenomenology
that was modeled.37
5.1.2 Plots
The specular false alarms that were modeled had relatively constant BDRF in the
SWIR. As a result, their spectra are similar in shape to the solar illumination curve.
Their magnitude is a function of the "size" and "shininess" of the reflector. Size refers
to fill factor. What we call "shininess" refers to the reflector's specularity. Steel is
the most specular of the reflectors that were modeled. It is followed (in descending
order) by metal(generic), aluminum and water.
The reduced specularity of the latter materials is offset by their likelihood of
occurrence. Sun-glint from water is much more common than from metal. The bare,
polished case of steel will be very rare in outdoor scenes. As a result, the fill factors
of these false alarms are almost inversely proportional to their specularity.
The spectra (Ls) ofwater (100% fill factor), metal (2% fill factor) and background
(coniferous) vegetation are shown in figure 5.1.
37However, most of the this discussion of false alarms concerns sun-glint in the MWIR portion of
the spectra, not the SWIR.
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Figure 5.1: SWIR spectra for False Alarms and Background.
The modeled spectra of fires are straightforward. From the science discussed in
chapter 2, we expect the observed radiance of fire to increase as the fourth power of
temperature. We also expect the peak value (A) of the blackbody curve to decrease as
temperature increases. The Planckian curve for fire peaks in/near the SWIR so these
trends are particularly important here. They are graphically illustrated in figure 5.2
(Douma et al. 2001).
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Figure 5.2: SWIR spectra for False Alarms and Background.
The modeled behaviour validate these trends. These spectra are shown in 5.3.
Relatively cool fires affect the 2.1/im band and have minimal impact on the 1.25/^m
band. Successively hotter fires have a substantial impact on both bands but the
"color"
of these fires is still very distinct from the false alarms in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.3: SWIR spectra for Fires and Background.
Based on this modeling, the use of a |^ ^ (see figure 4.7 for definitions of these
bands). Results for this metric are illustrated in figure 5.4.
Assuming daytime illumination, leafy background, and the detection bands speci
fied in chapter 4, fires can be detected when g^ tf > 0.26. Assuming infinite SNR,
this allows the detection of 700K fires (with 1% fill factor).38
This metric is somewhat resistant to changes in the background. The required
ratio will increase slightly with a darker background. But even in the impossible case
of a bright specular reflector amid a perfectly
"black" background, the ratio will only
increase to |'^d #i > 0-30- This only slightly degrades the detectable fire size. We
can still detect a 700K fire with a fill factor of at least 3% (versus 1%).
38600K fires would also be detected if their fill factor is greater than 10%.
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Figure 5.4: SWIR Ratio Thresholding for Fire Detection.
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Given these results, we should be able to to detect fires that are cooler and/or
smaller than our desired criteria (1000K and 100m2). The only caveat to this result
is that we require a high SNR to detect the coolest fires with this color measurement.
Further Improvements. These results could be improved further with a more
complex algorithm. Cooler fires could be detected with great reliability by using
a contextual algorithm to measure the background and "subtract" it out. After
subtracting out the background, the ratio of 500-600K fires would be dramatically
different than that of false alarms. While trivial to design, this algorithm is unneces
sary since a simple ratio performs better than required with the added advantage of
easy automation.
5.1.3 Sensor Design Criteria: Saturation and NEAT
5.1.3.1 Saturation
. This algorithm can fail if the sensor used to implement it saturates. Studying
the plot in figure 5.4, it is apparent that problems will occur when:
a. SWIR Band 3 (2.1/jm) saturates at apparent temperatures that are
"cooler" than the hottest false alarms.
b. SWIR Band 1 (1.25/im) saturates at apparent temperatures that are
"cooler" than the hottest fires.
This introduces a requirement for our sensor to meet specific requirements for
dynamic range. Based on the modeling data, we will assume that these saturation
temperatures can be calculated on the assumptions that:
a. The hottest false alarms in SWIR Band 3 (2.1/um) will be caused by
1% steel reflectors.
b. The hottest fires in SWIR Band 1 (1.25/xm) will originate from 1400K
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fires with 10% fill factor (a 10m x 100m flame front).
5.1.3.2 NEAT
. Rough calculations are also necessary to consider the impact of sensor noise on
this algorithm. The plots in the last section illustrated that a noise-free sensor can
detect very small 700K fires using the ratio of two SWIR bands. That ratio was given
by:
l^#>0.26 (5.1)Band #1 v !
It's obvious that adding noise will degrade this ratio metric. If the ratio is kept
constant and noise is added, we will have:
Band #3 - a\
Band#l + <ise
Where cr^o[se is the variance of the sensor-induced noise. For simplicity, we are
assuming that this noise is constant in each
band.39
5.1.3.3 Results
. Adding noise prohibits the
"best-case" detection of 1% 700K fire. However,
we can still achieve noise-constrained detections of larger and/or hotter fires. To be
conservative, we seek noise levels that will allow us to detect 800K fires with 1% fill.
Using that assumption, we achieve the system requirements in table
5.1.40
39This is a reasonable assumption. Since both of these bands are in the SWIR, we can presumably
use identical detector types (e.g. InSb) and electronics for each band.
40Minimum NEAT was obtained by solving equation 5.2 for cr^oise. Final NEAT was then cal
culated by finding the difference in apparent temperature caused by this noise and dividing that
apparent temperature by 5. E.g. for Band #1, the temperature difference between Temp(Target
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Band A
(/mi)
NEAT
(minimum)
NEAT
(recommended)
Saturation
(minimum)
Saturation
(recommended)
1
3
1.25/um
2.21/xm
3K
2K
2K
IK
465K
253K
550K
350K
Table 5.1: Minimum SWIR Sensor Specs
Explanation. All apparent temperatures are calculated from sensor reaching radi
ance (not ground leaving). The "minimum"specifications are conservative estimates
based on the modeled data. The "recommended"specifications are even more cau
tious estimates in the event that the modeling failed to account for something.
Ideally, this algorithm would be implemented by a detector with a variable gain.
Such a detector would have a wider dynamic range than that specified here. It would
supply very good NEAT at lower temperatures but have greater errors at the high
end of the scale.
5.2 MWIR
5.2.1 Findings and Plots
The MWIR-LWIR algorithm was modeled in the same manner as the SWIR
detection strategy. This modeling explored the usefulness of a ^^ ratio to detect
fires.
Preliminary modeling shows that this strategy may be better than the SWIR in
several respects:
Fire) and Temp[(Target Fire) - cr^oise] was 14K. The required system NEAT to resolve this difference
is calculated as 14K -=- 5 ~ 3K. The division by 5 is somewhat arbitrary-it only ensures that the
noise is sufficiently low to ensure discrimination between fire and background.
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a. Unlike the SWIR, solar illumination is minimal in the MWIR and
negligible in the LWIR. This minimizes the clutter caused by reflective
phenomenology.
b. Most background materials are more emissive in the MWIR and LWIR.
This further reduces background variability and clutter.
c. The reduction of clutter, coupled with the high radiance of fires in
the MWIR makes it possible to detect fires that are below the originally
desired 1% of fill-factor. Increasing the GSD to 200m (vice 100m) is
feasible.
MWIR spectra for fires, background and false alarms are illustrated in figure 5.5.
Note the very high contrast of fires to false alarms and background.
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Figure 5.5: MWIR Spectra for Background, Fires and False Alarms.
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Figure 5.6: LWIR Spectra for Background, Fires and False Alarms.
LWIR spectra are shown in figure 5.6. With the exception of sun-glint from
metallic objects, the LWIR spectra of most false alarms are similar to the spectra of
background vegetation.
Band to band plots (MWIR vs. LWIR) are shown in figure 5.7. Specular reflection
from water is the false alarm of greatest concern. By imposing a high threshold, sun-
glint from water is rejected but we will also reject some fires. Given a high SNR and
100m GSD. this will limit us to detecting fires of 600K with 1% fill factor. If we
increase the GSD to 200m and assume a noiseless system , we can still detect 700K
fires if their area > 100 m2. This is better than our original design goals.
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5.2.2 Sensor Design Criteria
Sensor design criteria were calculated for the MWIR-LWIR bands in the same
manner that they were calculated for in the SWIR spectra. Because a 200m GSD
seems feasible, the fill factors for fires and false alarms were modified to account for
this larger pixel size.41 The resulting specifications are shown in table 5.2.
Band A
(Aim)
NEAT
(minimum)
NEAT
(recommended)
Saturation
(minimum)
Saturation
(recommended)
MWIR
LWIR
3.8/zm
10.6/im
3K
3K
2K
2K
364K
315K
700K
350K
Table 5.2: Minimum MWIR-LWIR Sensor Specs
While the minimum saturation temperature for the MWIR is not that high, the
recommended saturation temperature should be made as high as possible. Even
though most false alarms will be below the 364K threshold, hot /large fires will have
apparent temperatures that are much higher than this.
5.3 LWIR
The last thermal detection strategy considered is. the use of dual LWIR bands
to detect wildfires. Figure 3.1 illustrates the phenomenology that allows the use of
LWIR bands for detecting fires.
Given the design constraints imposed by this research42, this approach is not
41E.g. the LWIR saturation temperature is based on a 2.5% fill factor instead of a 10% fill factor.
Even though the fill factor is smaller, this still corresponds to a fire front that is 10m x 100m in
size.
421000K fire-temperature and 100m GSD
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feasible. The use of LWIR detection bands rejected because they cannot be used to
differentiate between sub-pixel wildfires and warm ground.
Figure 5.8 illustrates this confusion. For simplicity, this figure eliminates the
effects of upwelling and scattering. The exitance43 of 300K and 320K blackbodies
are plotted alongside that of a 1% sub-pixel fire on a 300K background. While it
is possible to distinguish the fire from normal background, we cannot differentiate
between the fire and a slightly warm background.
This problem is identical to the task of separating a grassfire from hot asphalt on
a warm summer day. Our inability to do this means the LWIR-only algorithm will
fail in urban areas without better spatial resolution or more complex algorithms.
300K
Background
320K
Background
1 % Sub Pixel
Fire on300K
Background
95O0 10500 11500
Wavelength (nm)
Figure 5.8: LWIR Spectra for Fires, Background and Warm Ground Multiplied by
Atmospheric Transmittance.
43multiplied by atmospheric transmittance
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5.4 Anecdotal Smoke Analysis
The MODTRAN volcanic-aerosol profiles were used to conduct a cursory analysis
of smoke. This was done in accordance with the procedures summarized in section
3.6.
Parameterized transmittance curves for volcanic aerosol curves are shown in figure
5.9.
Normal Aerosols
Moderately Heavy
Heavier
Very Heavy Concentrations
23456789
Wavelength (um)
10 11 12 13 14
Figure 5.9: Parametized Transmittance of Volcanic Aerosols.
The shape of these curves implies a bi-modal distribution similar to what we would
expect to see from smoke. The poor transmittance at l//m and 10/im wavelengths
results from a maximum size distribution of particles with this diameter. These are
roughly the same particle diameters at which we expect the size distribution of smoke
to be maximized. (Eck et al. 2001)
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These curves are parametized to illustrate a range of transmittances for optically
thin smoke. Lighter smoke will pass all wavelengths and will have no impact on our
band selection. Heavier smoke will become optically thick allowing no wavelengths
to penetrate. It is only in the case of moderate smoke-illustrated here-that one band
selection strategy prove superior to another.
In this case, the effects of smoke are clearly worse in the NIR and SWIR than they
are in the MWIR and LWIR. Given otherwise identical system cost and algorithm
performance, this is a compelling reason to favor the MWIR-LWIR algorithm over
the SWIR algorithm.
Figure 5.10: Single Scattering of Volcanic Aerosols (Normalized to Reflectance).
Examining the single scattering caused by volcanic aerosols shows that those ef
fects are also worse in the NIR and SWIR. Figure 5.10 shows a plot of this scattering
that has been
"normalized" to reflectance units. Scattering will be maximized in the
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SWIR for two reasons: (1) There is more incident radiation to scatter since solar
illumination is brighter in the NIR/SWIR; and (2) More of that incident radiation is
scattered (cf figure 5.10).
Given the effects of transmittance and scattering, the MWIR and LWIR bands
are superior for fire detection in any scenario involving smoke.
5.5 Results
5.5.1 Summary
Based on this data, two-band SWIR and MWIR/LWIR algorithms both seem
feasible for the thermal detection of fires. The SWIR algorithm is useable with a
100m GSD. MWIR/LWIR measurements will succeed with a 200m GSD.
Both of these predictions assume fires of 800K and 100m2. This requirement is
more stringent than the 1000K that was originally required. This more conservative
value was chosen because it accounts for the temporal variability of fire. A 1000K
fire will not burn at a uniform temperature. It may be hotter or colder at the time
that it is imaged. Using a lower detection temperature threshold helps ensure that
we will always detect fires of the originally desired severity.
These predictions also assume some degree of sensor noise. The desired noise
levels (2-3K NEAT) are achievable with current technology.
One drawback is that these systems require a much larger dynamic range than is
usual. The saturation temperatures specified in the previous sections are the min
imum. Higher saturation temperatures are desirable since they would enable the
system to
"unmix"
a broader range of fire temperatures and fill factors (sizes) .
Given these results, the MWIR-LWIR algorithm is clearly superior for at least
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four reasons. In order of importance: (1) It is less effected by background clutter; (2)
It is better able to resolve cool fires; (3) it is likely to be less impaired by smoke; and
(4) it can perform reliably with smaller target fill-fractions (coarser resolution).
Despite its inferiority, the SWIR algorithm also meets all of the initially required
performance standards. It also seems capable of reliable fire detection. If this algo
rithm could be implemented with a cheaper system, it might become the preferred
choice for a low cost detection system.
5.5.2 More Complex Algorithms
The literature review (Hornbeck 1966) indicated that two bands were optimal
for unmixing fire temperature and fire size from thermal data. Given the added
complication of false alarms, the possibility of using four bands (2 SWIR, 1 MWIR
and 1 LWIR) was considered anyway.
If the two-band approach is viewed as a ratio, this approach can be viewed as
4-dimensional angle. It can be plotted in bandspace as a ratio of ratios. The data for
fires and false alarms are plotted in figure 5.11. The possible detection thresholds are
plotted for comparative purposes. These include the 2-band SWIR threshold (ver
tical line), MWIR/LWIR threshold (horizontal line) and combined 4-band threshold
(diagonal line). As the diagram illustrates, a 4-band algorithm does not appear to
provide much additional accuracy.
Two bands are optimal for this problem.
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Chapter 6
Potassium Emission Detection
6.1 Dataset
The research strategy for using emission lines to detect fires was outlined in chapter
3. Unlike the thermal modeling, this research uses actual imagery to assess the merit
of detecting fire-induced (potassium) emission lines.
The main reason that this algorithm was tested on actual imagery is that the
phenomenology of potassium emission lines (radiance, line width, et. al.) is too com
plicated to rigorously model. First principles modeling of these emissions relies on
many approximations to determine the number density of excited potassium electrons.
The data needed to make these approximations is not available in the fire science com
munity. Testing this algorithm on actual imagery avoided errors that could be made
by incorrectly estimating fire temperature, fuel load, burn rate, molecular potassium
concentrations etc.
A single, very significant, disadvantage to this approach was singled out in chapter
3. Using real data to test this algorithm limits us to the fidelity of the original dataset.
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This means that we cannot consider the merits of using a sensor better than the one
that generated our test data.
The AVIRIS scene used is shown below as figure 6.1. A significant side benefit to
this approach is that it provides a ready made clutter model to test the algorithm
against. In addition to fire, the scene also contains a realistic distribution of ""real-
world"
objects that could confuse the detection process. These include vegetation,
urban features, water, and smoke.
1&1&K
Figure 6.1: AVIRIS RGB Composite Illustrating Ground Clutter.
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The scene in figure 6.1 contains 614 x 1024 pixels. Each pixel represents a 20
meter x 20 meter ground spot. For each of these pixels, the dataset contains a spectra
of 224 points ranging from the UV to the SWIR (roughly OApm2.5/Ltm).
Given this data, it is possible to display the spectral profile for any of the materials
in the scene. Figure 6.2 shows spectra for background (grass), warm ground and
wildfire in this scene.
u
c
a
500 1000 1500
Wavelength (nm)
Fire
Grass
Warm Ground
2000 2500
Figure 6.2: Spectral Profiles in AVIRIS "Scar-B" Scene.
This data validates most of the NIR and SWIR phenomenology that are of interest
in this research. The fire spectra shows a potassium emission line in the AVIRIS band
at 769nm. Higher temperatures from Planckian emissions are evident in the SWIR
for fires and warm ground.
Unfortunately, one limitation of this data becomes evident when viewing this
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data. The detectors saturate over hot targets. This saturation introduces a non-
linearity that makes it harder to measure the temperature and size of individual fires.
Fortunately, it appears that this behaviour is linear up until saturation.44 This allows
the saturation to be modeled as a "step" function.
6.2 Outline of Basic Algorithm
The algorithm being tested was outlined in chapter 3. It uses a ratio of the
potassium emission band (band 44 in this image) with an immediately adjacent band
(band 45). As demonstrated in figure 3.3, this is analogous to measuring the spectral
angle between the two bands.
Ideally, these detection bands would be very narrow and close together. In the
perfect case where these bands were infinitely narrow and immediately adjacent, we
would have:
Band(K) =Band(non k) (no Fire Present)
Band(K) >Band(non K) ( Fire Present) (6.1)
In other words, both bands would record the same radiance unless fire (potas
sium emission) were present. Unfortunately, it is impossible to create such narrow
bandwidth without reducing our signal to zero.
If we use slightly wider bands, the relationship in equation 6.2 will no longer hold.
We will then have:
44Compare the values for "warm ground" and fire near 2250nm. The saturated values are the
same for objects of different temperature.
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Band(K) 7^ Band(non K)
Two unrelated factors now become important. (1) The slope of the atmospheric
transmittance curve is monotonically increasing in this (narrow) portion of the spectra
because of its proximity to the Oxygen
"A" band at 763nm. (2) The slope of the
vegetation reflectance curve is also positive in this portion of the spectra. These are
illustrated in figure 6.3. We can use this information to assume that all vegetation45
will generate lower sensor reaching radiances in the potassium emission band than
they will in a very narrow band of slightly longer wavelength. Given the effects of
transmittance (from the oxygen "A" band), most other materials will do the same.
Using this assumption, we can extrapolate equation 6.2 to cases where our detector
has non-zero FWHM. Provided that we keep the bands relatively narrow, we can hope
to achieve:
Band(K) <1.0 (No Fire Present)
Band(adjacent)
>1.0 (Fire Present)Band(K)
Band(adjacent)
These predictions are generally true for the AVIRIS
"'Scar-B"
scene when the
potassium band (769.68nm) is divided by the immediately higher band (779.27nm).
Because of the phenomenology, we expect the ratio of these bands to be less than 1.0
for most of the materials in the scene. And since the bands are narrow (approximately
9nm FWHM) and close together, we also expect the ratio will approach 1.0.
The actual histogram of this ratio has a mean of 0.883 and a very small standard
deviation of .009. Virtually every pixel in the scene is clustered around the mean.
45And most other materials.
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Figure 6.3: Reflectance/Transmittance near Potassium Emission Lines.
However, some outlying pixels exist the ratio of a few pixels in the scene even exceeds
1.5. Manual inspection of the data shows that these outlying pixels are wildfires.
By taking this histogram and using a simple thresholding algorithm, we can detect
fires. This is illustrated in figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Thresholding of Potassium Detection Ratio.
Further examination of this data shows a strong correlation between these potas
sium emissions and potential fires. Figure 6.5 pictorially illustrates this.
Subfigure "A" is an RGB composite of the primary fire scene. The smoke plumes
mark the locations of the likely fire-fronts.
Subfigure "B" is a NIR image of the 770nm band. This picture illustrates the
smoke penetration of the potassium detection band.
Subfigure "C" is a SWIR image of the 1500nm band (white=hot). This is one of
the highest thermal bands in the image that did not routinely saturate over the fires.
This band shows thermal hot-spots The hottest of these should belong to active
fires. The remainder are warm ground and fresh burn scars.
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Subfigure "D" is an image constructed from the potassium line ratio. This ratio
is thresholded (7a above the mean) to show the locations of likely potassium line
emissions (white).
770 nm/779 nm
gk-%. ,,.
Figure 6.5: Fire Locations in "Scar-B" Scene.
Looking at these pictures, the relationship between potassium emissions and likely
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fires is immediately apparent. The remaining problem is where to set the threshold for
this data to maximize the detection of probable fires while minimizing false alarms.
This becomes an error minimization problem similar to those discussed in chapter 2.
Setting the threshold too low will cause false alarms. Setting it too high will cause
failed detections.
Figure 6.6 illustrates this problem using this dataset. The first picture is thresh-
olded 2cr above p. Numerous false alarms are apparent. Many of them are caused by
smoke (since it's reflectance is spectrally flatter than that of vegetation in this part
of the spectra). This is unacceptable.
The second image is thresholded la above p. While this has minimized the false
alarms, it is apparent that many fire pixels may now go undetected. This is also bad.
K ratio
(thresholded 7o above |u)
Figure 6.6: Effect of Varying Threshold on K-ratio.
Further information is needed to determine the optimal value for this detection
threshold. To optimize this threshold, we first need independent confirmation of
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the wildfire locations in this scene. The process for obtaining that confirmation is
discussed in the next section.
6.3 Ground Truth of Dataset
In order to optimize the potassium fire detection algorithm, we need to know
where the fires in this image actually are. Independent
"ground-truth"
gives us the
information we need to maximize fire detection and minimize false alarms. The
ground truth for this scene was generated using thermal data in the SWIR bands of
this image.
Similar ground-truthing has already been done for this scene by Robert Green at
NASA JPL. (Green 1996). He accomplished this with non-linear least squares spectral
curve fitting. Using that technique, he was able to measure the temperature and size
of probable fires in the scene. Unfortunately, that work could not be applied
to this research. Since his technique was limited to unsaturated or slightly saturated
pixels, he did not ground-truth the entire image. More importantly, copies of his
results and computer code were no longer available to exploit. It was necessary to
repeat this process from scratch.
Two unsuccessful mechanisms for ground-truthing were considered before a work
able solution was found.
a.
Amoeba.^ The Amoeba algorithm (already coded into IDL) was first
considered. (Press et al. 1986) This algorithm is quick, reliable and does
not require derivative calculations like some other optimization routines.
This approach was abandoned because solving simultaneously for fire-
temp and fire-size allows the algorithm to converge at multiple values.
This might not have been a problem if the data were not badly saturated.
46Aka the downhill simplex optimization method of Nelder and Meade.
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b. SAM. Spectral angle classifiers were also considered. The SAM clas
sifier relies on relative (e.g. spectral shape) radiances, not absolute mea
surements (magnitude). Since fire temperature is inherently related to
magnitude, this classifier ignored a necessary source of information.
Ultimately, a minimum distance47 classifier was used to ground-truth this image.
A flowchart of this process is shown in figure 6.7.
Generate 22,000+ sample fire
spectra.
400<Temp<1800
Account for saturation
Use MODTRAN derived
transmittance (6 digit
accuracy)
i
Read-in sample spectra of
non-fire materials (veg, urban
et. al.)
T
Move thru scene pixel by pixel
and classify each pixel as fire
or non-fire
Further classify fire pixels by
temperature (K) and size(fill-
factor)
Time Saver: Test thermal bands
of pixel to see if Temp > 400K
If Temp > 400K, compare to
possible fire spectra
Use minimum distance classifier to
match spectra to fire or non-fire
spectra
Adaptively weight classifier to
discount saturated bands and
emphasize non-saturated bands.
Use longest wavelengths to classify
when possible (avoid reflective
phenomenology except as last
resort)
Figure 6.7: Basic Flowchart for Ground-truthing AVIRIS data.
This core approach is very simple. Unfortunately, the serious saturation of many
47Sum of squares.
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fire pixels in the image created a need for many modifications before this process
became feasible.
First, a spectral library of 22,000 fire spectra (varying temperature, fire size and
background) were generated. This large number was used only after a smaller number
of spectra failed to provide accurate results (based on manual tests of isolated pixels).
These spectra were added to a library of non-fire spectra to form a representative
sampling of fire and non-fire spectra.
This library was then "'saturated" at values identical to the saturation levels of
the AVIRIS sensor.
It was then attenuated using MODTRAN derived atmospheric transmittance that
mimicked the conditions in this scene. High accuracy was needed (6+ digit precision)
in the bands adjacent to the H20 and C02 absorption windows. These bands had
t f0, and did not saturate for large and/or hot fires. This made them essential to
the final ground-truthing. The normal (4 digit) MODTRAN output rounded r to 0
in these bands, effectively discarding the most useful data.
Each pixel in the scene was then tested with discrete thresholds to see if it was a
potential fire. Potential fires were compared to each of the 22,000+ spectra mentioned
above to find the closest match.
To achieve good results for both hot and cold fires, an adaptive weighting mecha
nism was used to select the bands used in this classification. Cooler fires were classified
using the 2pm bands. Progressively hotter fires relied upon shorter wavelength bands.
The graph in figure 6.8 illustrates this curve fitting for a hot fire. Note the effects
of saturation. Also note the close fit between the theoretical and actual values along
the edges of the absorption bands.
Final results for this curve fitting are illustrated in figure 6.9. This figure shows
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Figure 6.8: Comparison between Actual Fire Spectra and AVIRIS Curve Fit.
the correllation between the original data and the resulting "ground-truth
"48
6.4 Results
The success of the potassium ratio algorithm was tested against this ground truth.
To evaluate sensor performance requirements, the ratio metric was run with varying
GSD, SNR and fire temperature. Because we were limited by the original data, we
could not test this algorithm using different sensor bands or bandwidths.
48Locations where fire temp > 1000K and fire size > 100m2
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Ground Truth
Temp >1000K
and Fire Size > 25%
Figure 6.9: AVIRIS Thermal Imagery compared to Ground Truth.
6.4.1 GSD
Calculations were first done to validate the performance of this algorithm with
different GSD's. To do this, the imagery was convolved (down-sampled) to resolutions
of 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 meters. Simple averaging (rectangular kernel) was used for
this process. Noise was not held constant during this process since reduced noise is a
natural outcome of this averaging
process.49
After generating a variety of test images, ROC curves for the potassium algorithm
were generated by varying the detection threshold. These curves were based on
the probability of detecting fire pixels. They were not based on the probability of
detecting fires.50
One adjustment was made to this metric. Because of the AVIRIS PSF, some of
49As a result of this averaging, gaussian random noise will decrease as GSD increases.
50This is a problem since one fire may contain many pixels, only one ofwhich needs to be detected
to locate that fire. Since the fires were already sub-pixel in size, morphology could not be used to
determine when adjacent fire pixels belonged to the same fire.
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the energy in any given pixel actually originates from adjacent pixels. To account
for this, a fire pixel was "detected" if any pixel in the surrounding 3x3 kernel was
detected. Similarly, a non-fire pixel was not considered a false alarm unless none of
the pixels in the surrounding kernel contained fire.
The ROC curves for varying GSD are plotted in figure 6.10.
'drying G!
//^OffOrtDOm
Figure 6.10: ROC Curves for Varying GSD.
Perhaps a better method of presenting this data is shown in figure 6.11. This bar
graph shows the percentage of fires that can be detected with no false alarms. Not
surprisingly, the errorless detection rate decreases as the GSD increases. These lost
detections are generally the smallest, coolest fires. The reduction in detection-rate
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is not as dramatic as expected. The reason for this is that the SNR improves as
resolution decreases.
% Fires Detected with 0 False Alarms
(SNR = 500; Fire Size > 100mA2; Fire Temp > 1000K)
20 40 60
GSD (meters)
80 100
Figure 6.11: Percent Fire Detections with Varying GSD.
6.4.2 SNR
The next experiment examined the relationship between potassium detection rates
and SNR. This was done by degrading the AVIRIS imagery by adding noise, applying
the potassium ratio algorithm and examining the results.
NASA JPL estimates the initial SNR of the AVIRIS sensor to be 500 (based on
a 50% reflector at altitude). To degrade this value, several assumptions were made
about the nature of the noise.
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Noise was assumed to be random Gaussian.
Given the assumption of random Gaussian noise, variances add linearly
(e.g. standard deviations add in quadrature.)
The noise was assumed to be spectrally uncorrellated between bands.
Based on these estimates, the variance of the existing AVIRIS sensor noise (in
digital counts) was calculated. Additional random gaussian noise was added on a
pixel by pixel basis to degrade the SNR to set levels. The potassium detection ratio
was then applied to the resulting images.
Figure 6.12 again shows the number of fires that can be detected without any
false alarms. The effects of increasing noise are readily apparent at all values of SNR.
Unlike spatial resolution, there is no "sweet
spot"for SNR. This algorithm is very
dependent on strong signal to perform well.
6.4.3 Temperature
The final experiment performed with this data considered the effect of fire temper
ature on detection rate. Although this experiment was performed as an afterthought,
the results were very interesting.
(Kremens et al. 2001) calculated the theoretical effect of fire temperature on
emission lines. These results are shown in figure 6.13. This graph plots the percentage
of potassium electrons in an excited state (y-axis) as a function of temperature (x-
axis) and electron number density (parameterized). Regardless of the number density,
most of the electrons will be excited at temperatures above 1100K. Very few of them
will be excited at temperatures below 800K. At intermediate values, a fraction of
these electrons will be excited.
If these theoretical calculations are correct and the AVIRIS ground truth is ac-
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(GSD = 20m. Fire Size > 100mA2; Fire Temp > 1000K)
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Figure 6.12: Percent Fire Detections with Varying SNR.
curate, we should observe a temperature dependency in our data. Figure 6.14 plots
the errorless detection rates as a function of temperature. These rates are consistent
with
Kremens' theoretical calculations.
This is a very interesting result since the AVIRIS ground-truth closely matches
the theoretical predications. This is a good indication that the ground-truth process
was accurate.
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Figure 6.13: Fraction Ionization of Potassium vs. Temp and Number Density.
6.5 Summary of K-band Processing
6.5.1 Possible Sources of Error
Based on the results in the last section, the potassium detection algorithm is not
ready for spaceborne use. In the best case, only 50% of the candidate fire pixels are
detected. There are many possible reasons for this failure.
Warm Ground. This is the most important source of error. Many of the candidate
fire pixels (1000K, 100m2) are probably just warm ground. Kremens (2001) indicates
that warm ground can take up to 45 minutes to cool following a fire. It is likely that
some of these freshly burned regions are still hot enough to register as candidate fires
even though no flame is present. In effect, we are comparing a flame detector to a
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heat detector. This causes a major, unanticipated, source of error.
Ground Truth Errors. Some of these candidate fire pixels are probably cooler
than the ground-truth indicates. High temperatures in this scene may correspond to
large fires, hot fires or both. Since the AVIRIS thermal bands are saturated at these
high temperatures, it is difficult to distinguish between large areas of warm ground
(smoldering) and small areas of hot ground (fire). Manual examination of individual
pixels shows that the ground truthing is working but some errors are probably present
in the hundreds of potential fire pixels in the image.
Scattering. Scattering is the final problem considered. Despite the good smoke
penetration at 770nm, thermally hot pixels underneath smoke are less likely to be
detected than unobscured pixels of similar temperature. Single-scattering from smoke
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is probably responsible for this.
6.5.2 Evaluation
As stated earlier, our target goal is 1009c detection of 1000K fires having an
area > 100m2. Assuming that our ground truth is accurate (as it appears to be),
this algorithm is not performing well enough for implementation. In the best case
(no degradation to the sensor), this algorithm is only detecting 50% of the pixels
matching this target criteria.
It is highly likely that this algorithm's performance is better than indicated since
many of the target pixels are probably no longer burning (this explains the presence
of numerous hot pixels with no observable K emission). This requires us to redefine
our goals. The potassium algorithm is a flame detection algorithm. Since our goals
specify a desired standard of thermal detection, we are-in effect-comparing apples
and oranges. The only way to resolve this problem is with better ground truth data
that includes knowledge of the existence of flame.
If we accept these assumptions, it is likely that the potassium algorithm is better
than the data indicates. Even if this is the case, there are still other shortcomings
that need to be acknowledged.
The biggest problem is that this algorithm is optimized using a-priori information.
The errorless detection rates referenced in figures 6.9 6.14 are the best possible
results for this dataset. In any real-world implementation of this algorithm, our
detection threshold would be chosen in advance without this a-priori knowledge of
the scene. To avoid false alarms, this
"general-use" threshold would be much higher.
If such a threshold were applied to this scene, the detection rates would plummet
further.
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This limits the utility of this algorithm. Despite this, this algorithm is still valuable
in at least two possible situations: (1) It could be combined with thermal data to
form a more detailed algorithm that looked for both flame and heat; or (2) It could
be implemented on a better sensor platform than AVIRIS.
A better sensor would need to have much higher SNR than AVIRIS. It would
also need much narrower detection bands. That might be difficult to achieve for a
spaceborne platform even if the GSD were much worse than the 20 meter resolution
of AVIRIS (100m GSD is probably sufficient).
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1 Summary
The goal of this thesis was to research optimal bands and algorithms to detect wild
fires. This was accomplished by examining the phenomenology of fires and choosing
methods to exploit those phenomena. Because the spatial and temporal characteris
tics of fire are highly variable, this research emphasized ways to detect the spectral
characteristics of fire.
A literature review of pertinent science and related research was conducted. This
review showed potential to detect the thermal signature of fires as well as flame
emissions. Most existing detection strategies use threshold operations coupled with
contextual (background pixel) measurements to detect the thermal signature of fires.
These strategies are not accurate enough to
"operationalize" because of false alarms
from warm ground and sun-glint. Based on this research, it was hypothesized that
"thermal color"could be used as a detection strategy to provide greater resistance to
false alarms. The use of potassium emission-a flame detection technique-lines also
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appeared possible.
To model the detection of thermal color, pure endmember spectra were generated
for a variety of background materials, false alarms and fire temperatures. These
spectra were sampled in appropriate SWIR, MWIR and LWIR bands. Based on
this modeling, it was determined that 2-band SWIR and dual band MWIR-LWIR
algorithms were feasible to detect fires.
These algorithms could only be implemented with systems that have better spatial
resolution and higher saturation temperatures than traditional systems. The noise
requirements, however, are less stringent than the systems (e.g. AVHRR, MODIS)
that have traditionally been used for fire detection.
Given such a system specified system, either of these algorithms (SWIR or MWIR-
LWIR) would be much easier to operationalize than existing algorithms because of
several advantages: The non-dependence on contextual algorithms makes this ap
proach more tolerant to changes in geography, season, altitude or time. This capa
bility is lacking in existing algorithms and has prevented them from being used in an
operational fire-detection capability. The lower noise requirements may enable the
MWIR-LWIR algorithm to be implemented with less costly micro-bolometers. If this
is not the case, the SWIR algorithm could still be used without reliance on expensive,
cooled detector arrays. Last-but not least-the fact that all of these algorithm can be
applied to sensor reaching radiance simplifies their use with uncalibrated data.
The observation of narrow bandwidth emission lines as a fire detection technique
was also considered. Unfortunately, most of the emission lines created by wildfire are
contiguous with atmospheric absorption lines. The potassium emission line, however,
holds promise. Using thermal groundtruth of AVIRIS imagery, the accuracy of this
algorithm was an unsatisfactory 50%. This figure is in doubt, however, since the
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potassium algorithm detects flame, not heat. Comparing these results to thermal
groundtruth can introduce error if there is "hot" ground in the image that is not
burning. This appears likely in our dataset. Using this algorithm, actual detection
rates of 60-70% are probably achievable with minimal false alarms.
Further improvement to this algorithm are dependent on a system with very nar
row ( < ^nm) spectral resolution and high SNR. Such a system may be expensive to
build since resolution and cost are inversely proportional in any sensor trade.
The presence of smoke is a known problem that needs to be treated with more
rigor. The simplistic analysis of smoke in this thesis shows that scattering will be
greatest in the NIR. Thermal penetration of the SWIR will also be a problem in
the case of slightly thicker smoke. Single scattering and transmittance will be least
pronounced in the MWIR and LWIR. This is an additional reason to favor the MWIR-
LWIR algorithm over SWIR thermal detection and potassium emission line detection.
The final consideration is background clutter. All of the algorithms considered
minimize these effects to tolerable levels by using a ratio of related bands. Of the
algorithms considered, clutter is worst in the dual-band SWIR case. That clutter pri
marily originates from solar illumination effects. Those problems do not occur in the
MWIR-LWIR case. The clutter in that case originates from variances in background
temperature and emissivity. Finally, this phenomena is nearly negligible using the
potassium detection algorithm since that algorithm relies on two, very narrow, imme
diately adjacent bands with minimal differences in insolation or reflectance between
them.
Nevertheless, the problem of clutter is not adequately analyzed in this research.
Further work, preferably with a comprehensive (all-band) dataset is needed to ade
quately address this impact. The DIRSIG fire model that is being built will
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iccomplish this.
Further comparison between the thermal algorithms and the potassium detection
dgorithm is difficult. The former measure temperature (broadband and thermal emis-
;ion). The latter detects active flame. A detailed comparison of the two approaches
vill have to wait for the DIRSIG synthetic fire imagery that is still being built and
'urther laboratory experiments.
7.2 Future Recommended Research
The algorithm modeling has been very straightforward. Surprises are unlikely
o occur if these algorithms are applied to data of sufficient quality. Nevertheless,
urther work is needed to fully demonstrate these concepts
r.2.1 Data
DIRSIG. The greatest need is for better datasets to benchmark these algorithms.
The synthetic (DIRSIG) imagery being generated will largely fill this gap. This data
vill provide a comprehensive dataset covering all bands from the NIR through the
WIR. The synthetic image will incorporate the potassium emission line of flame, the
hermal signature of fire and the clutter caused by background.
Even though a polarization model has not been brought into DIRSIG, this dataset
ould also consider false alarms. For instance, sun-glint could be created by assigning
SRDF's > 1 to man-made objects within the scene. Phenomena like warm ground
hot pavement) can also be added to the scene to further expand the range of back-
round clutter.
MISI. There is a less-pronounced need for better airborne data. A MISI data
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collect over a set of controlled fires has been proposed to better explain the anoma
lies in the potassium data. Ideally, this overflight would image 4 targets in various
combustion states.
These targets would include:
a. An exposed flame source burning brightly (e.g. a bonfire).
b. A cooler flame source burning dimly (e.g. smoldering wood).
c. Hot flameless combustion (e.g. charcoal, et. al.)
d. Warm scorched ground (immediately after a fire).
The resulting data could be convolved down to any desireable sub-pixel resolu
tion. These observations would lend weight this report's conclusions on the AVIRIS
potassium-emission data. In other words, they could help explain whether the unde
tected fire pixels in this dataset were really fire
7.2.2 Recommended Research
Smoke. A great deal of research has been done on the spatial composition of smoke.
A comprehensive analysis of this may be possible by applying the total inversion
algorithm to a hyperspectral image of fire and smoke. Since most of the constitutents
of smoke are accounted for by this algorithm, it may be possible to generate maps
of H20, aerosol, CO2 distribution, et. al. This data would be of interest to the fire
science community.
Advanced Concepts. Further research with different datasets would be helpful.
Additional hyperspectral datasets could be used to validate the characteristics dis
cussed in this research. The potential for radar detection of fires should also be
addressed if datasets can be acquired to check this out.
Classification. When the DIRSIG test data is generated, a detailed classification
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analysis should be done on fires and false alarms. This could be presented with a
Kappa/Confusion matrix type approach.
MODIS. While MODIS data does not have the spatial resolution recommended in
this report, it does have dramatically higher saturation temperatures than AVHRR.
As a result, it is possible that the MW-LWIR algorithms recommended in this report
could be implemented with MODIS data. Given the recency of the MODIS launch,
that data is not yet available. Once a good MODIS wildfire dataset becomes available,
these approach should be tested.
Systems Engineering. After a detailed comparison of these algorithms is performed
with DIRSIG data, the next logical step is to do a detailed systems design of the best
algorithm.
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